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Notation
The following notation is used throughout this work.
| On the condition that; provided that, if.
| · | A function that returns the size of its argument.
‖ · ‖ A function that instructs to determine the distance value r of its
argument. For instance, in a two-dimensional space, ‖x − y‖ =√
(|x1 − y1|2 + (|x2 − y2|)2.
arg(·) A function that returns the index of its argument, if available. For
instance, c = arg(mc).
max(·) A function that returns the maximum value of its argument, if
available.
min(·) A function that returns the minimum value of its argument, if
available.
p A packet.
f A flow.
a An application.
c A traffic class identifier.
s A classification rule.
m Mask that defines the flow granularity.
M Masking function.
τ Timeout for the flow state to remain active after last packet seen
on the flow.
t Timestamp attribute of a packet.
tb Burst length.
T Time.
r Distance
Proto The protocol identifier of a packet.
Saddr Source address parameter of a packet.
Daddr Destination address parameter of a packet.
Sport TCP or UDP source port parameter of a packet. Used also as the
application identifier in this work.
Dport TCP or UDP destination port parameter of a packet
xii
NOTATION
x A teaching sample.
α Learning rate.
v A codebook vector. Representative of other vectors.
V A set of codebook vectors.
y An unclassified measurement sample.
PC Packet classifier.
FC Flow classifier.
T C Traffic classifier.
Π Set of all packets.
P A set of packets.
PT A set of packets in trace T.
F A set of active flows.
D A set of flows to be deleted.
A A set of applications.
C A set of traffic classes.
S The list of policy rules that contain the application identifiers and
relevant class information.
X A teaching set.
B Flow birthrate factor.
F Flow count.
S Flow space factor.
C Packet classification factor.
A Application factor.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
One of the basic requirements for future Internet routers is the ability to pinpoint the
application flows that require different handling in the network. The limited capability
of the traditional IP router architecture to provide different types of service to traffic is
becoming an obstacle to network performance improvement. This is because increasingly
more applications that need service guarantees from the network emerge while some of
the traditional applications used in the Internet might function adequately without any
particular service level. Therefore, the requirements of performance and functionality of
the future Internet routers are rising to a higher level [2].
Several differing solutions and architectural suggestions exist that introduce service levels
and prioritization of traffic to the Internet. Internet service architectures like Differen-
tiated Services and Integrated Services aim to provide varying levels of quality to the
critical traffic in the Internet. MPLS1 aims to provide backup for the service architec-
tures by offering easier and more diverse network management capabilities. At the same
time, new architectural concepts enhance the performance of Internet routers through
the use of fast packet forwarding with specialized algorithms implemented within the
Internet routers.
The growing pressure on the performance of the Internet protocol -based networks re-
quires dealing with several issues such as preserving the overall scalability of the new
service architectures, defining the control protocols for routing and distributing informa-
tion on the identified traffic flows and finally, the main concern in this work, defining flow
and traffic identification mechanisms to aid in creating traffic policies [3]. The ability to
detect and classify traffic flows from the aggregated traffic mix might result in an added
value to this traffic provided we could also offer varying service levels in the network.
The aggregation of traffic flows under similar policy identifiers is a problematic issue
since the service level received by a single application flow is difficult, maybe impossi-
ble, to determine exactly. Nevertheless, recently this approach where QoS is offered to
aggregated traffic flows and where the final decision on classification criteria is left to
the network elements, has received a lot of attention in the form of the Differentiated
1Multi Protocol Label Switching, see http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/mpls-charter.html
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Services approach. Consequently, additional functionality should exist in the network to
dynamically determine the policies and policy rules toward different applications.
1.2 The problem
Policies may focus on optimizing the performance of the network components or the
focus may be on improving the user’s perceived service level. It should be noted that
optimizing the performance of the network components does not imply that the user is
neglected. On the contrary, a network that functions in an optimal fashion is likely to
provide the users increased levels of service. Nevertheless, policy rule creation plays an
important role in bringing service levels to the network. The ability to create policies
may also bring ability to comprehend and manage the network traffic better. A policy
rule, at a very basic level, contains information on the application and the respective
priority. The key question for this work, and a question that is rarely given thought, is
how one creates the policy rules. An Internet operator may use static choices based on
prior knowledge and guesses. Naturally, these guesses may be updated. However, it is
not clear on what data should the updates be based. The creation of these rules is not
simple.
Since the applications in the Internet are different in their performance requirements, it
is necessary to pinpoint the applications needing particular handling, and policy, with
accuracy [4]. The assignment of appropriate priority to applications should result in
an intuitive and rational set of applications that benefits primarily the user paying for
the service. In our point of view, the use of measurements to aid in determining the
policy rules is necessary allowing to adapt to varying use of different applications. The
purpose of measurement based policy rule creation is to achieve the ability to differentiate
traffic into several classes based on measured traffic characteristics. In addition, the
automated policy creation should aim to offer users an increase in the measured or
perceived performance of the applications creating the traffic. A network operator tries
to realize this by using different policies in the network. The rules of the policy determine
how different packets of different users are treated in the network.
Since users may not have the expertise to accurately classify their traffic, or, the users
may try to misuse the ability to classify the traffic to their unearned advantage, the
selection of priority applications might be done in the network by the operator. If the
selection of applications, the classification, is done without explicit user intervention,
it introduces the problem of how to automatically formulate classification rules so that
application traffic may be subsequently classified to higher or lower priority. The essential
question we answer in this work is how a set of applications could be identified based on
traffic measurements. A problem statement of this thesis follows:
How is it possible to automatically formulate rules, based on measurements of Internet
traffic, resulting in an intuitively rational and dynamic application set to be classified
for the benefit of the user of these applications, and, at the same time, not to overuse
hardware or software resources? Furthermore, if we choose to measure the network, the
immediate question asked is ”What events in the network should we measure and how
should the measurements be analyzed?”.
The answers provided in this thesis contain solutions and suggestions on methods of
traffic measurement analysis. We will use traffic measurements and analysis thereof as
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the means to provide information on what the selection of applications could be based.
We do not provide a complete solution and set of analysis methods, but we aim to provide
a methodology on how these kinds of solutions may be built and analyzed.
1.3 Overview of the thesis
Because the area of traffic classification is relatively new and has not been extensively
studied before, we first look at it in a conceptual level relating it to other components
in the packet forwarding process of the Internet router. We then advance to study
different traffic classification schemes and proceed to propose a solution of our own for
a measurement based traffic classification method. As a side product, we also introduce
a method to analyze router performance when using a traffic classification method.
The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we discuss the motivation for traffic
classification based on previous work. In Chapter 3, we define the basic concepts, such
as traffic classification and flow classification and related terms and concepts that are
then used throughout this thesis. Also, in Chapter 3, we construct a performance model
to enable us to observe the behavior and the performance of the traffic classification
methods as they are implemented in IP routers.
In Chapter 4, we take a look at the different methods of traffic classification on a concep-
tual and functional level. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we also observe the performance
levels of some of the traditional traffic classification approaches by studying traffic clas-
sification performance using previously introduced classification methods. We also point
out the short-comings in these classification schemes, thus establishing the relevance and
existence of the main problem addressed in this thesis.
After examining the performance of some of the existing traffic classification methods
we move on to Chapter 5, where we develop the use of the Learning Vector Quantization
(LVQ) [5] to analyze particular traffic measurement information. Before that, in Chap-
ter 5, we also introduce flow analysis as a method to characterize Internet applications
to aid in forming the classification criteria. We offer a brief look at the LVQ–algorithm
and how it is applied to the traffic measurement analysis. We will also look at how
the LVQ–classifier may be used to provide information to solve the problem of creating
classification rules. We then proceed to develop the architecture and applications of the
LVQ –classifier in a network. We study the performance of the 2-class LVQ–classifier
and offer a comparison to some of the traditional traffic classification methods.
In Chapter 6 we will extend the method of flow analysis to cover analysis made with
varying the value of flow timeout. After establishing the LVQ classifier in Chapter 5 we
extend its functionality in Chapter 6 to be able to classify traffic to multiple classes.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude, summarize and present some issues for future research.
1.4 Our contribution
We have studied ways of applying automatic traffic classification methods in the Internet
router and in the Internet as a whole. We find the methods of measurement based traffic
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classification to be of use as tools for extracting application related information from the
network. The major contributions of this work are in the order of appearance:
1. Partly based on previous work, we have constructed a simple methodology to
assess the different traffic classification methods from two viewpoints. The first
point of view is the use of resources in an IP router in connection oriented and
connectionless environments. The second viewpoint is from the viewpoint of the
application and the user, and in it we observe the characteristics of the network
application profile a particular implementation of a traffic classification scheme
detects.
2. We have created a relatively simple method of flow analysis to characterize the
Internet applications. Based on these characterizations we perform division of
traffic to levels of prioritization, traffic classes. Looking at the results we state that
the combined use of packet and flow measurements provides useful information on
application characteristics. Observing the behavior of the traffic flows in different
timescales and extending the use of flow analysis, we have devised a method to
classify Internet traffic to multiple classes.
3. We have developed a measurement based traffic classification method that has
notable effects particularly from the user and application point of view. We have
applied a specific neural network algorithm, Learning Vector Quantization, to
traffic classification. More specifically, with the use of the LVQ–algorithm of su-
pervised learning, we present a solution to the problem of automatically detecting
application profiles from the Internet traffic; an issue which has received almost
no attention in the previous analysis of traditional traffic classification methods.
The original contributions by the author are found in this and other work as follows:
• In Chapter 3 the formalization of the flow analysis and related concepts as pre-
sented in this work have not been published before. Also the context performance
model and its visualization are new. However, the context performance model is
based on work done by the author and presented in [6] and some of the measured
quantities in the performance model are also suggested in [7]. Some background
study and motivation for the measurement based policy rule creation using traffic
classification has been presented by the author in [8].
• In Chapters 3 and 5 the author has developed the flow analysis methodology.
Furthermore in Chapter 5, the author has developed the use and application of
the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithm to analyze traffic measurement
information to produce packet classification rules. The preliminary work on this
subject has been published in [9] and it was continued in [10, 11, 12] by the author.
However, the terminology and methods have since been refined and space available
in the aforementioned publications has not been adequate to present the results in
their entirety. Therefore, the work presented in [9, 10, 11, 12] is not comprehensive
enough to be included in this thesis and should be considered as preliminary work
towards this thesis.
• In Chapter 6 the author has extended the method of flow analysis to include
analysis data obtained with different flow timeout values. The extension has been
co-developed with Lic.Sc.(Tech.) Marko Luoma. In addition, in Chapter 6, the
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author has extended the functionality of the LVQ–classifier to cover the creation
of packet classification rules for classifying traffic into multiple classes. The pre-
liminary work on this subject was presented in [12, 13] and we’ve since continued
to revise the methods and terminology on the subject as well as presenting more
results. The work presented in [12, 13] does not substantiate the topic of multi-
class traffic classification enough and, therefore, should be viewed as preliminary
work towards this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Motivation for Internet traffic
classification
In this chapter we aim to answer two fundamental questions on traffic classification:
Why, and Who. The coming chapters will then study the practical question of How.
For the question why, we state simple reasons presented in previous work by others and
show that, if the current developments for bringing service levels to the Internet continue,
traffic classification is justified and needed in the network. Two possible answers exist to
the question who should perform traffic classification in the network: the initiative might
come from the user or from the network. In particular, if the granularity of the flows is
fine it is possible for the user to request a specific service level from the network. If the
traffic flows are aggregated and no measurable service may be provided to a single user,
it is simpler and makes more sense for the network to form the classification criteria and
possibly notify the user of its decisions.
2.1 Introduction
The changes in the Internet traffic characteristics occur in space as the location relative
to Internet topology and on the planet in general varies, as well as in time depending
on the hour of the day [14, 15, 16]. In short, people use the Internet in various ways all
over the world. Internet service providers and network operators need to classify traffic
components within their network and evaluate their absolute and relative importance
and subsequently create traffic policies to be enforced in the Internet routers [1].
The network operators aim to make profit. The profit earning is based on the operator’s
business model. Business model is different with different operators depending on their
situation in the market. For instance, an ISP, in its startup phase, may concentrate in
collecting as many new customers as possible, whereas another ISP may aim to control
the growth of the network. The former gets its revenues from customer initiated business
contacts (a share of the income brought to an affiliated third party, e.g., Internet store)
and the latter produces its cash flow by offering different types of network services to cus-
tomers. The business models are then realized as different service models (combinations
of different service classes) that are eventually sold to customers. These may include
free calls to modem pools, offering ADSL-access, the use of certain client applications
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(email, www-browser, VoIP-client etc.), offering certain minimum bandwidth, enabling
the use of VPN-services etc. The network policy is then created based on the service
model resulting in a collection of low-level policy rules. These rules are propagated out
to enforcement points using a policy system. In [17] policy is defined to be a definite
goal, course or method of action to guide and determine present and future decisions.
Policies must be enforced to ensure that the users are behaving properly. Policies are
implemented or executed within a particular context (such as policies defined within a
group of service models). Furthermore, in [18] a policy is defined to be a set of policy
rules to administer, manage, and control access to network resources. Policy rule, then,
is a basic building block of a policy-based system. It is the binding of a set of actions to
a set of conditions where the conditions are evaluated to determine whether the actions
are performed [18]. This is accomplished via single- or multi-field matching of traffic
header and/or payload data with filters. For example, packet filters specify the criteria
for distinguishing separable classes of traffic.
Traffic management systems providing for Quality of Service in the Internet consist of
a set of high-level rules that are propagated out to enforcement points using a policy
system. Figure 2.1 shows a generic policy system. The traffic handlers apply rules
handed to them by the decision-making components, which in turn retrieve information
they need from data repositories. The rules are propagated out to enforcement points
using a policy system. Policy systems as such are straightforward: Policy clients at
routers ask the policy parameters from the policy server. Policy servers get the policy
data from the information store.
The key question, rarely given much thought, is how does one create the policy rules and
the corresponding actions. Should the polices be updated manually based on an expert
view, and if so, could we possibly use some statistics based on network measurements to
aid in developing the expert view? Furthermore, if we choose to measure the network,
the immediate question asked is ”What properties should we measure and how should
the measurements be analyzed?”. Since the applications in the Internet are diversified
in their performance requirements, it is necessary to pinpoint the applications needing
particular handling, and policy, with accuracy [4].
Our intention, in this work, is to focus on the creation of policy rules based on information
gathered from traffic measurements. The policy rules are then evaluated by monitoring
the effects of the policy in a single IP router enforcing and using the policy. In this work,
we will refer to the process of creating policies based on traffic measurements as traffic
classification. Furthermore, we will restrict ourselves to creating policies that are based
on combined protocol and TCP/UDP port information on the analyzed traffic.
To achieve good results with traffic classification of this type, the dynamics of Internet
traffic must be taken into account when aiming to provide accurate and rational classi-
fication results. This is why we use traffic measurements: Ideally, should we choose to
divide traffic into different service classes, we would want to obtain and use an applica-
tion profile containing a set of applications that benefit the user as the traffic of these
applications is appropriately classified [19].
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Informationstorage
Decision making
Enforcement
Policy client
Traffic scheduling, queuing,
packet discarding, etc.
Inbound traffic Outbound traffic
Policy server
Directory/database client
Decision making and rule
interpretation
Policy protocol
Replication system
Directory/database server
Information store
Database/directory access protocol
Figure 2.1: A generic policy system [1]
2.2 The need for traffic classification
In the current Internet there is only a single best effort -service class and there exist nei-
ther relative nor absolute service classes. Furthermore, it is debatable if we can ever ex-
pect the Internet to provide absolute service classes [20, 21, 22, 23]. The traditional data
applications, like e-mail and file transfer, are somewhat elastic in their requirements for
network performance. These kinds of applications are particularly insensitive to individ-
ual packet delays, and typically lack the need for hard real-time constraints. Therefore,
the current best-effort-only architecture is ideal for such elastic applications [24].
The emergence of various bandwidth–hungry and delay–sensitive applications, such as
video conferencing and voice–over–IP, require, or at least benefit from service classes or
some other form of using classification to prioritize packets in the Internet [3]. Also, the
use of different p2p–software has begun to consume large amounts of network bandwidth.
Therefore, a more varied set of service levels should be offered than just the single class
best-effort service and there is a clear need for different levels of service [4]. This need
may arise from using applications sensitive to the network performance parameters, or
from the general need of users to receive better performance than other users in the
network or from the need of the operator to optimize the use of the network resources.
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The process of detecting traffic flows is seen as a useful network property [2] for optimizing
resource usage in network equipment. The classification of packets and detection of flows
is done by matching packet headers with pre-specified filters. The process of determining
these filters, the traffic classification process, however, is not addressed in [2]. Shenker
argues in [4] that the goal of the network design is to be the answer to the question of
how satisfied does the designed network architecture make the users. It is further stated
that network performance must not be measured in terms of network-centric quantities
like utilization or dropped packets but rather should be evaluated solely in terms of the
degree to which network satisfies the service requirements of each user’s applications [4].
Therefore, if we were able to detect such traffic that would make better, or even optimal,
use of the resources and also appear to the user as rational, we could offer appropriate
service levels to the detected parts of the traffic.
It is also stated in [25, 4] that traffic behaving in a particular manner should be classified
to the same service class with other traffic behaving in a similar manner. This kind of
division is suggested to result in optimal use of network resources and delay any updates
on the network infrastructure [25]. From the ISP business point of view this is advanta-
geous, since it helps to maximize the total revenue [26]. Also, according to [26] there is
very little added value to know about specific application requirements for the network
and, therefore, we divide the traffic into as few classes as possible. Consequently this
leads to a partial ISP business statement where the aim is to save money by not having
to invest on new network infrastructure and using the old one as efficiently as possible,
while offering customers differentiated application treatment to 2 or 3 classes based on
measured application behavior. Therefore, the task for the measurement based policy
creation would be to provide information that helps to detect and separate application
traffic that is behaving in a similar manner.
As an answer to the question why there should be traffic classification, we may state
that:
1. There are, and there will be new applications that need varying service level from
the network and there seems to be a rising need to classify users or at least the
applications they use to different priorities and
2. Traffic classification might provide means to optimize the performance of network
elements.
Furthermore, since new applications emerge constantly as old ones fade away and dif-
ferent users use different applications in different parts of the network in different ways,
we also require the traffic classification to be dynamic. That is, the method of traffic
classification should be able to detect different types of traffic sent by applications.
Therefore, traffic classification should be introduced to the network both to optimize the
network element performance and to satisfy the growing needs of performance by the
new applications.
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2.3 Performing traffic classification in the net-
work
Whether the network or the user should classify a traffic flow is debated quite extensively
in [4]:
• Selection of applications by the user means that the user explicitly requests a
specific service level from the network. This implies that the network should offer
a set of service classes and the applications then indicate to the network which
service class they want. In this approach, the incentives needed in the network
must encourage users to request the proper service classes for their application.
As informal social conventions are seen inadequate to control selfish behavior, the
alternative incentive of pricing is brought up. In addition, the network service
offerings must be known to applications. After the request for a service level,
the network notifies the user if such requested resources exist and reserves these
resources.
• The selection and determination of the service level by the network means that
the network chooses the applications to be given special treatment and the ap-
propriate service class without explicit information from the user or application.
This solution does not require any change to the existing application interface. In
addition, the mapping of the application to the service class, and the nature of the
service delivered to each service class need not be uniform across all routers nor
stable over time, since there is no explicit commitment to a given service level.
2.3.1 User side
Letting the user request traffic classification means user control over the initiation of the
resource allocation. User requests at the beginning of his session a service level from
the network and the network then decides whether such a service level can be provided.
If resources are sufficient the service is then established. However, user requests may
be conflicting with each other and fulfilling these requests may cause traffic streams
interfering each other if careful on-line traffic control is not utilized. To get around this
problem, it may be necessary to give up intentions of providing absolute end-to-end QoS
and apply classification in the network so that it defines the applications relative priority
against each other.
If the user triggers the requested service level, the user, most likely, wants to also measure
the level of service [27]. This suggests that the given service level should be absolute
and measurable. This requires that the individual user has his service parameters stored
throughout the packet path. Furthermore, this means that every node has to store
information on every flow that passes through. This per-flow state may never be practical
or feasible in the Internet or at least we can expect that only a very limited set of
connections might have their individual states stored in the network. Furthermore, with
a user triggered service level there may be situations when the service request can not
be fulfilled indicating the need for admission control mechanisms [27]. In the current
Internet, the user request method is not applied, although proposals exist to introduce
this functionality to the network. One of the major suggestions is the Integrated Services
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-architecture [28] to provide per-flow end-to-end service level. The use and analysis of
traffic classification methods in this context seems quite useless, since the problems lie
more in the areas of bringing together the mechanisms and information provided by
admission control, resource allocation and source characterization.
Finally, since there is no isolation between traffic streams created by different users in
the Internet, the users can easily disturb each other if they were given complete control
of traffic classification. This would not be optimal from the point of view of the whole
user population nor from the point of view of the network. It follows that it hardly
makes sense to leave the classification decision completely to the user.
2.3.2 The network side
The parameters and rules that govern the classification process and subsequent building
of application lists or other classification rules may be determined by the network based
on either optimizing the use of resources in a network component or aiming to achieve
the best possible user satisfaction. Therefore, the traffic classification methods used by
the network are divided into two groups. First, there are methods that primarily intend
to optimize the network performance, usually the performance of a single IP router in
particular. The applications are chosen as a side result of performing some other related
task in the network. For instance, the profile could be formed when working towards
forwarding workload reduction using a packet count flow classifier [29, 30, 14, 31, 32]. The
detected flows form the application profile. The implicit classification methods primarily
take into account only the status and resource restrictions of the network equipment [31].
They do not place any emphasis on the effect the classification is causing to the user.
In these methods the target is to optimize the IP router performance and classify traffic
flows with a large number of packets. It can be argued, however, that even if the network
equipment is functioning in an optimal fashion, the user may not be experiencing any
performance improvement or the user may in fact get less than requested from the
network in terms of performance. For example, a video stream is assigned to the highest
priority blocking all other traffic. This might be optimal in transporting as much data
as possible, however, the users’ needs are easily overlooked. Second, there are methods
that aim to provide the user best possible performance. We could use a specific method
to construct the application profile. The method might be based on network managers
personal insight to the network and to its traffic, or the list of applications could be
constructed based on information obtained and processed from traffic measurements.
These classifiers include the classification based on a static application list, an application
list based on measurements and classifiers identifying applications based on the packet
inter-arrival times [9, 33, 34] or other measured statistics.
Both approaches are valid and implement a certain policy in the network. Our intention
is to evaluate the kinds of policies that traffic classification methods may realize or
support. We also observe how efficiently the traffic classification methods realize the
policies.
If the network does the classification of applications to service classes, there are several
problem issues stated in [4]: The network based approach entails a fixed set of appli-
cation (or service) classes and, therefore, we can not adapt to individual or situational
variations within a single application. This is because in the network based approach,
the network needs to know something about the requirements of each application. Fur-
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thermore, using fixed sets of applications limits the service to those applications [4]. To
solve this problem we could monitor, measure and subsequently analyze the traffic, thus
being able to provide dynamic sets of applications to service classes using measurement
based information. Another problem is that when using the network based classification
approach the services offered could be different between different routers [4]. This prob-
lem could be overcome by introducing a network or domain wide system of providing
information on the service class properties to the individual routers. The severity of
this problem is determined in the end by the promises and commitments that a service
provider makes regarding the type of service offered to the customer.
Finally, it is suggested in [4] that the service should be requested explicitly by the users
or applications with some exceptions, especially when the service levels concern aggre-
gates of traffic flows as, for example, when handing out bandwidth to specific users or
application groups. The aggregation of traffic flows under similar policy identifiers is
a problematic issue since the service level received by a single application flow is diffi-
cult, maybe impossible, to determine exactly. Nevertheless, recently this approach where
service classes are offered to aggregated traffic flows and where the final decision on clas-
sification criteria is left to the network elements, has received a lot of attention in the
form of the Differentiated Services approach [35]. Consequently, additional functionality
should exist in the network to dynamically determine and classify the applications that
need prioritization. The network functions, that determine the rules and classify the
traffic accordingly, are referred to as traffic classification in this work.
2.4 High level view on implementing traffic clas-
sification
The measurement based approach for policy creation presented in this work assumes
that the measuring process is able to identify and differentiate application behavior as
it is measured. This suggests that the process of traffic classification should be done in
the edges of the network as close to the originating application as possible to prevent
the effect of queuing and multiplexing on the packet arrivals interfering with the original
packet arrival pattern. This is also suggested in [1] and is in accordance with the end
to end -design principle: End to end -principle states that mechanisms should not be
placed in the network if it can be placed at the end node and that the core of the network
should provide a general service, not one that is tailored to a specific application [36].
In an IP router there exist software components that examine and analyze the infor-
mation in the packet header. Those most relevant to this work are the packet and the
flow classification procedures. In practical realizations, a packet classifier identifies the
packets on a flow by examining packet headers. This requires the use of an either ex-
plicit or implicit flow identifier in the packet header. Implicit flow identifier could be
a combination of packet fields, and the explicit flow identifier could be a specific field
reserved for this purpose in the packet header. The latter approach simplifies the packet
classifier whereas the first approach gives more flexibility in determining the packets
belonging to a flow. The actual implementation should take into account the various
resource oriented restrictions in an actual IP router. This way we obtain an application
profile adapting to the resource usage and status in the network. The use of the packet
and traffic classification systems in the path of the packet in an Internet router is shown
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in Figure 2.2. We note, that the traffic classifier is both a part of the real-time path and
Traffic
shaping
Traffic classification
Admission 
control
or
Resource 
allocation
Packet 
classification
 - route
 - policy
Queuing
mechanisms 
Routing
Forwarding
packetsin packets out
Figure 2.2: Location of the traffic classifier in the Internet router
the non-real time path. Typically, the determination of the application profile would
be done off-line whereas the actual application profile would be used together with the
packet classification system.
Figure 2.3 describes a network measurement architecture that uses the concept of flow
and flow analysis as an aid in obtaining the application profile. Flows, or any other similar
- Measure network 
traffic
- Perform flow analysis
- Observe performance
Packet ClassifierNetwork traffic (packets) Classified traffic
Method of traffic classification
  - Construct the classifier based 
on the classification algorithm
Transfer  classification criteria
and decision logic
Background processing
(near) Real-Time processing
Figure 2.3: A measurement based traffic classification system
concepts, should be used solely on the background when determining the application
profile to avoid limiting the applicability of the total scheme to any particular technology
or network environment.
To implement a traffic classifier several functional entities need to be devised. These
include
• The packet capturing device, which records the timestamp of the packet and rele-
vant header fields to enable packet analysis.
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• The flow analyzer to do the actual flow analysis with the possibility to use various
definitions for the flow.
• The classifier that is constructed based on traffic measurements and results of
measurement analysis added with the possibility to use previously classified data
as teaching samples.
• We need decision logic to form the final network application profile, since the clas-
sifier may provide several decisions on a single application. The final application
profile may then be further distributed to other entities involved in realizing the
traffic differentiation in the network.
Another design principle relating to measurement based policy systems is also stated
in [36]: Only policy-free, or value-neutral, mechanisms should be designed and allow
those who use the system to adjust the mechanisms to match their specific needs. One
should not design systems as to dictate the outcome; designs that permit variation are
preferred. This means that no preference should be built into the policy creation system.
The measures and measurements should dictate the outcome and point out to the policy.
The policy creation system and the measurements should be designed and carried out so
that the value-neutral -design principle is kept in mind. Therefore, no particular policy
should be implied within the design and the outcome of the traffic classification system
should be solely based on the choice of flow analysis method, classification algorithm and
decision logic.
A suggestion how a policy system using measurement based policy creation should be
implemented is presented in Figure 2.4. The proposed architecture in Figure 2.4 aims
Policy Server
Measurement Server
Policy Server is a database server which stores
• SLAs of individual users (profiles)
• network policies (filters)
• network device information (router configurations)
Edge/access router
Core router
Measurement unit
Figure 2.4: Proposed network architecture with measurement based policy creation
to give as much freedom as possible regarding the choice of service architecture, network
management style, charging systems and operator business models.
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In Figure 2.4 the access routers at the edge of the network have a connection to at least
one measurement unit. This unit performs the measurements, does any analysis that
is needed on the measurements and based on analysis results determines or suggests
the classification and policy rules. These lists are then conveyed to a policy server
that decides, based on suggestions sent in by other measurement units, the service level
agreements (SLAs) of the customers and other goals set by the network operator, what
the policies are in the network. These policies are then distributed to the appropriate
customers and edge routers as they connect to the network. The core routers are not
involved in determining the policy since they should be dedicated to forwarding packets.
2.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the motivation of traffic classification and debated on whether
the network or the user should perform such classification processes. The network-
based approach to traffic classification offers at least a stepping stone to implementing
service levels in the Internet, without introducing heavy update requirements on user
applications and client software. Furthermore, the current trend in bringing service
levels to the Internet seem to favor the network based approach. The use of network
based traffic classification, however, introduces the problem dealt with in this work:
What are the methods to classify traffic flows and how can we differentiate applications
from each other?
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Concepts for flow analysis
The intention, in this chapter, is to establish clear definitions and relations of the con-
cepts we will be using later on in this work. First, traffic classification is the process of
determining the policy rules for packet or flow classification from the traffic measurement
analysis data. Packet classification is the assignment of priority to the packet in an IP
router. Flow classification and an IP flow are used in the analysis process for traffic
measurements to give decision rules to packet classification. The process of traffic clas-
sification could be considered a process that remembers the past and resolves collective
network traffic properties by observing various statistics in the network and extracting
information out of these observations with the aid of various analysis methods.
We will start this chapter with general notes on how traffic measurements should be an-
alyzed. Then we will advance to defining the various concepts and finally we will develop
a methodology to assess the various flow classification mechanisms, and to provide us
capability to compare the performance of various traffic classification approaches.
3.1 Measuring and analyzing the traffic traces
To begin with, measuring traffic is relatively easy. One needs to capture packets as
they arrive on the link (measurement point) and store relevant information on per-
packet basis. The idea of using information in the packet headers as the basis for packet
classification is extensively studied in [37], where it is seen that by inspecting and properly
utilizing the information in the packet headers it is possible to ease the workload of
packet processing. The challenge begins as one starts analyzing the packet contents.
What should be measured and how should the measurements be analyzed so that the
results reflect traffic characteristics? In measuring any phenomenon we may observe the
following general events:
• The event itself as it occurs, the count of the events.
• The size or some other quantitative property of the event.
• The frequency (time) between the occurrences of the event.
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In the Internet the basic event is the IP packet that is built out of bits and bytes. Mea-
suring packets with the above measures one can quickly see that the measured events
relate to counting the packets, measuring its size and observing the temporal behavior
with which the packets appear to the measurement point. Because the IP packets contain
directional information in the form of the sender and receiver addresses, it is possible
to group the packets into smaller sets each containing packets that travel only from one
network to another. To be able to differentiate packets sent by different applications we
also want to further re-group the packets according to application information. The cur-
rent network protocols have very few means of detecting individual applications from the
packet headers [1]. Advancing beyond TCP/UDP port numbers would take us towards
content analysis of the data sent in the packets and require more processing capacity and
management efforts in the network (see [38] and references therein for a view on e-mail
message analysis). The analysis of packet’s (user) data contents is out of the scope of
this work. Since the aim is to limit the processing done on a packet, we suggest that any
traffic measurement analysis, for policy creation or otherwise, should not advance to use
data beyond that provided by IP header and TCP/UDP port numbers.
To be able to group the measured packets, we need a masking function, m, that filters
packets according to any (arbitrary) combination of bits in the packet header. Those that
make the most sense are the address, protocol and port fields found in the TCP/UDP+IP
packet. For instance, if we denote m(32, 32, 8, 16, 16) where each parameter appears in
the order they appear in the IPv4-header and TCP/UDP-header and gives the length
of the corresponding mask, we use a fine granularity mask that filters out complete
fivetuples. Masking combined with some of the basic events can separate IP packets into
more interesting sets of packets. For example, should we use the fivetuple masking and
introduce a limit to the inter-arrival process, we would arrive with a definition of an IP
flow where packets matching the mask m and arriving within a timeout limit τ would
belong to the same flow. This type of concept of a flow, or a packet train, was first
introduced in [39] and later extensively studied in [40, 41].
Further and iterative use of the masking function provides us with more opportunities
to group packets. We could re-apply masking to once masked measurement results and
thus obtain more information. For instance, we could define an IP application with mask
m(0, 0, 8, 16, 0) and this mask would be applied to a set of flows after fivetuple masking.
This would leave us with information (packet count, arrival distributions etc.) grouped
by the source port number and protocol identifier. The combination of the source port
number and the protocol identifier could then be understood to identify the sending
client application and thus the application.
In the Internet the TCP/UDP port numbers enable traffic stream multiplexing from
different applications using the same IP address. The port numbers identify an applica-
tion’s interface to use the IP address and may give information on what application is
used. We must note that, the use of TCP/UDP port numbers to identify applications do
not, however, accurately correlate on the ’interactivity’ or any other particular charac-
teristic of the application. Although it is stated in [41] that TCP/UDP ports provide an
indication of the expected duration and volume of a flow, many of the new applications
utilize the available port number space quite freely and in a random fashion. Network
address translators and other gateways of similar nature hide the original port infor-
mation. Also, the use of generic applications, such as WWW-browsers, may hide the
use of distinctly different applications. For instance, loading a streaming video using an
appropriate plug-in or common browsing of ordinary web-pages surely produces traffic
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streams that are different. All in all, detecting applications using the TCP/UDP port
numbers for better service is somewhat problematic.
It should be noted that other combinations of masks and basic measurements might
provide interesting possibilities for traffic characterization. As we advance from mea-
suring the count of events, we encounter measures like the event size (in bytes) and
duration (flow length in seconds, for instance). These measures vary from packet to
packet and from flow to flow which means that we must collect these measures for every
packet and flow and form a distribution of the measurement results. We face the same
requirement when we measure the occurrence of the event (inter-arrival-times). These
distributions probably contain typical characteristics of the underlying application that
creates the events. Collecting the traffic measurements would allow us to calculate the
means, variances, or higher-order statistics out of these measurements. We could also
collect information to determine data distribution of the measurements to help us to
further understand the nature of the measured traffic. However, characterizing and pa-
rameterizing the distributions is a complex task and resorting to use simple statistical
measurements of the distributions, such as means and variances, provides us with very
little knowledge on different application characteristics and inevitable loss of information
on the distributions themselves. Therefore, we choose, in this work, to measure only the
packet and flow counts per application in our search for distinct application traffic char-
acteristics. The choice of the two scalars to represent the application characteristics is
made to keep the analysis simple and feasible. Should these measurements be correctly
analyzed, we hope that the results provide information on application characteristics and
thus aid in differentiating traffic.
3.1.1 Characterizing applications with packet and flow
count
The packet count of an application indicates the presence of the application in a network.
The flow count gives an indication how bursty and fragmented the sending of the packets
by the application is. If we compare the flow count of an application to the total number
of flows in the trace, a high relative flow count indicates that the application sends its
packets in short bursts, tb < τ , and that the intervals between the bursts are longer than
the flow timeout τ . On the other hand, a low relative flow count indicates longer bursts,
tb ≥ τ , or streams, and relatively short intervals between the bursts or streams. However,
the flow count does not give a clear view on how much packets the application has sent.
If we were to combine the observations on packet and flow count, the application types
shown in Table 3.1 could be defined. This would allow us to analyze the behavior of an
application simultaneously by the count of packets and flows it creates.
Since the packet count of an application is the same regardless of the flow parameters, we
may also observe the development of flow count as a function of the timeout to further
characterize the applications. We note that different flow timeout values may change the
amount of flows observed per application radically. The shorter the timeout value is, the
fewer the number of TCP connections or packets in a UDP stream that can be mapped
under one flow. The longer the timeout of the flow is, the more TCP connections or
packets of UDP streams aggregate into a single flow.
If the change in flow count as a function of the timeout τ is significant, this indicates that
the application sends long bursts or streams (> τ) with short intervals (< τ) between
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Table 3.1: Assumed packet and flow characteristics related to application type
Packet and flow characteristics
Packets Flows Property
pkt
app
Σpkt
↑ flwapp
Σflw
↓ High presence, smooth traffic, low in bursts
pkt
app
Σpkt
↑ flwapp
Σflw
↑ High presence, fragmented and bursty traffic
pkt
app
Σpkt
↓ flwapp
Σflw
↑ Low presence, bursty traffic
pkt
app
Σpkt
↓ flwapp
Σflw
↓ Low presence, smooth traffic
sendings. As we reduce τ the flow count increases. On the other hand, if the change
in the flow count as a function of the timeout τ is insignificant this indicates that the
application sends its packets as short data bursts (< τ) with relatively long intervals
(> τ) between sendings. In this case, if we reduce τ , it will not have any significant
effect on the flow count.
The discussion and heuristics here will be further backed up by measurement results
presented in the beginnings of Chapters 5 and 6. Next, we will proceed in defining the
concepts that we will use in the analysis of the measurement results.
3.2 Notation for traffic and packet classification
An individual packet has six attributes that define the packet as a unique sixtuple:
p =< t, Saddr, Daddr, Proto, Sport, Dport > (3.1)
where t is the timestamp of the packet, Saddr and Daddr are the source and destination
IP addresses, Proto is the carried protocol type within the IP packet, and Sport and
Dport are the source and destination TCP or UDP port numbers. All of these properties
have to be present or there exists no packet as far as this work is concerned.
We denote by P any set of consecutive packets in a traffic trace and by PT the set of
packets in trace T. We denote a packet in P with p. In addition, we define the superset
Π to contain all of the past, current and future packets.
An IP application a, in this work, is defined by the pair made up of transport layer
protocol (TCP/UDP) identifier and the source port number, Proto and Sport in the IP
packet p. Therefore, an application can be formalized as a set of packets (p ∈ a) with
common Proto and Sport. We denote by A the set of all applications related to a trace:
A = {a | ∃p ∈ PT such that (p ∈ a, a = (Sport, Proto))} (3.2)
If the definition of the application would also take into account the destination port
number we would experience an abundance of identical applications since the destina-
tion port numbers are used in various ways depending on the implementation of the
receiving TCP/UDP client. In the future, one could also use IPv6 flow labels, IPv4
ToS/Precedence/DSCP -values [42, 43, 35] or some other means to ensure that the send-
ing application is distinctly identified in the packet headers. This type of application
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definition has also been used in relation to performance analysis when IP traffic is carried
over switched networks [44].
Owing to the limited size, 16 bits, of the port number field according to the TCP and
UDP specifications, the possible values of the application identifier are limited between
0 and 65535. Therefore, the maximum number of applications in Π is 65536 for one
protocol Proto.
3.3 Definitions for traffic classification
A traffic class c is a member of the set of traffic classes C.
C = {c} (3.3)
A traffic class identifier c indicates packets that share a common property. A packet
classification function assigns the class identity to packets. All packets in a class should
be treated equally in the network. Using c we disentangle the application running from
the service required, thus negating the controversy between what applications users can
run and what service levels an ISP chooses to offer [36].
For the purpose of this work, S is defined as a list of application identifiers a combined
with the information of the corresponding traffic class c. Formally, we can express this
in the following manner: The set of classification rules S consists of individual rules
s that are made out of an application identifier a combined with information on the
corresponding traffic class c.
S = {(a, c)|c ∈ C, a ∈ A} (3.4)
The rule lists may be updated either manually by the network manager or automatically
by some method that monitors the network and learns the applications used and their
characteristics in the network.
We continue to define a traffic classifier: Traffic classifier, T C, is a function that takes as
input selected characteristics of a set of packets, P. As output, T C produces the set of
policy rules S, that may then be used by PC to assign individual packets p to a traffic
class, c as appropriate. More formally,
T C(P) = S (3.5)
The packet classifier is defined as follows: Packet classifier, PC, is a function that takes
as its input the individual packet p ∈ P and classification rules S and produces as output,
in the context of this work, the corresponding traffic class c. It is able to distinguish a
packet from another using the packet parameters and subsequently classify the packet
according to externally determined classification rules S.
PC(p, S) = c (3.6)
Now, we denote a set of packets that belong to a class c with Pc. Packet classification
is implemented with packet filters in an IP router. The packet filters parse a portion
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of the packet header to find out the packet parameters before forwarding decisions are
made. The parsing is based on the set of rules S, defined by the traffic classification
process, e.g., network management software, real-time reservation protocols or any other
method of traffic classification. The packet classification process is extremely time-critical
since it is necessary to do the classification at wire-speed. Packet classification may be
implemented using enhanced algorithms designed for this purpose [45, 2, 46, 47, 48, 49].
3.4 Notation and definitions for flow classifica-
tion and flow analysis
Originally, the concept of flow classification comes from the world of IP switching [29, 32],
where it was first used to separate flows from each other. The concept of a flow, or a
packet train, was first introduced in [39] and later studied in [40, 41]. In flow classification
the rules, that are passed on to packet classification, are initiated based either on some
identifier in the packet (IP protocol field values, IP Type of Service bits, TCP/UDP
ports) or after a certain threshold is reached, for instance a certain number of packets
have arrived on a candidate flow. Flow classifiers typically combine several rules in order
to identify the flow.
The following introduces two concepts: flow analysis and flow classification. Flow analy-
sis is a method to analyze flow (and packet) counts of an application (a ∈ A). It returns
the number of one-way flows of an application. However, since the use of any application
is a two-way process, in flow classification the flows are set up regardless of whether the
application identifier, and the port number in particular, exists in the source or desti-
nation port fields of the TCP/UDP -header. This is to ensure that any performance
figures are as realistic as possible. In real networks this corresponds to a situation where
the packets containing the requests for particular objects, the actual object transfer and
related acknowledgements would receive the same service level from the network. For
instance, in flow classification if the rule set contains port number 80 with TCP-protocol,
priority is assigned to all packets using TCP that have port number 80 either in their
Sport or Dport field. As far as statistics in this work are concerned, the packet and flow
data gathered in flow classification are associated by the packet’s source port number.
An IP flow is denoted by f . A flow is a set of packets that are travelling from a source to
a destination as defined by the parameters of flow timeout τ , and flow granularity using
mask m. A flow classifier is defined as a function that returns the set F of active flows
at the end of the observation period, as the flow parameters τ, m and a set of packets
are given as input:
FC(τ, m, P) = F (3.7)
The flow granularity level m defines the aggregation of individual flows by using a mask
for Saddr, Daddr, Proto, Sport and Dport. The flow timeout value τ is the limiting time
between two consecutive packets to be associated with the same flow. As packets enter
the network, they are spaced arbitrarily in time by the applications creating them. If the
spacing exceeds the flow timeout value, the following packets, otherwise classified to the
same flow, are assigned to a different flow. The parameters τ and m are the production
attributes of a flow. These attributes are used for flow identification.
The concept of active flows defined in 3.7 is useful because it allows talking about the
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largest number of simultaneous flows and about the total number of flows in a trace
using the maximum function (max) and union (∪) respectively as we will see later in
this chapter.
A flow f ∈ F is then a set of packets that are chosen using τ and m. M is the masking
function that takes as input the mask, or granularity m, and the packet. In more specific
terms:
f = {p ∈ P | ∃p′ ∈ P such that (t− t′ ≤ τ)&(M(m, p) = M(m, p′))} (3.8)
We note that a flow as defined in eq. 3.8 contains at least one packet when p = p′. We
will assume that a flow has a unique identity in a trace. This assumption allows us to
cut the trace into shorter subtraces and concatenate the subtraces back together to form
the original trace. A flow has other properties in addition to τ and m such as duration,
packet arrival distribution and size (in bytes). These properties may be modelled by
their respective attributes.
3.4.1 Defining and implementing flow analysis
We note that although the use of any application is a two-way process, the traffic char-
acteristics are in some cases highly asymmetrical. For instance, a long flow of packets
may be invoked with just a few packets containing a request for a large data object.
Therefore, to be able to accurately characterize applications, we collect all the statistics
to be used in flow analysis based on source port Sport.
Flow analysis is the method we will be using on a packet trace to gather characterizing
information on the behavior of different applications. The data that we collect includes
two components: the relative packet and flow counts. These are defined as follows: The
normalized classification factor (Cnorm) for application a
′, is determined by dividing the
individual application packet count with the total number of packets present:
Cnorm(a) =
|{p ∈ P | (p ∈ a)}|
|P| , where P ⊂ PT (3.9)
Respectively, for flow count we measure and determine the normalized number of flows
for each application a ∈ A as follows:
Fnorm(a) =
| ∪
T
FC(τ, m, PT(a))|
| ∪
T
FC(τ, m, PT)| (3.10)
It should be noted that the packet and flow count of individual applications are added up
respectively to form two aggregated statistics for the particular application, that is, the
aggregated packet and flow counts. This way, the occasional exception in the behavior
of the application is dampened.
The pseudo-code for implementing flow analysis is shown in Table 3.2. The flows are
set up only when packet’s Sport and Proto match the rule entry in S thus emphasizing
the identification of application flows themselves. We also show the gathering of the
statistics for further flow analysis. The statistics returned are the packet and flow counts
per each application identifier Sport and Proto. The number of applications is found
out by counting Sport and Proto with non-zero flow count.
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Table 3.2: Pseudo code for implementing flow analysis
process Init
F
′, D = ∅;
Cnorm(A) = 0;Fnorm(A) = 0;
m = (32, 32, 8, 16, 16);
end Init;
process Flow Analysis
packet p arrives→
∀a = (Sport, Proto) ∈ A;
F = F′;C(a′) = C(a′) + 1;
if ∃f ∈ F such that
pf ∈ f and t− tf < τ and M(m, p) = M(m, pf );
then
F
′ = F \ D;
tf = t;
else
F
′ = (F ∪ fp) \ D;
F (a′) = F (a′) + 1;
tf = t;
fi;
do
D = {f | t− tf ≥ τ};
od;
end Flow Analysis;
process Stats
∀a ∈ S;
Return Cnorm(a
′) = C(a
′)
 
∀a∈A
C(a) ;
Return Fnorm(a
′) = F (a
′)
 
∀a∈A
F (a) ;
end Stats;
3.4.2 Implementing flow classification
The high level pseudo code implementation showing the functional entities of a flow
classifier is shown in Table 3.3. The flow classification procedure includes the timeout
monitoring of all flows. The flows that time out are moved to a set of deleted flows D.
The other option would be to implement a flow state teardown based on, for instance,
the teardown procedure of TCP connection. However, this would leave many flows and
applications hanging since there are applications that use the UDP protocol.
It should also be noted that the classification rules S are defined by the traffic classifica-
tion process and the flow classification procedure is initiated only if these rules exist.
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Table 3.3: Pseudo code for implementing a flow classifier
process Init
F
′, D = ∅;
A = {a|(a, c) ∈ S};
m = (32, 32, 8, 16, 16);
end Init;
process Flow Classification
packet p arrives→
if (a = (Sport, Proto) ∈ A or
a = (Dport, Proto) ∈ A);
then
F = F′;
if ∃f ∈ F such that
pf ∈ f and t− tf < τ and M(m, p) = M(m, pf );
then
F
′ = F \ D;
tf = t;
else
F
′ = (F ∪ fp) \ D;
tf = t;
fi;
fi;
do
D = {f | t− tf ≥ τ};
od;
end Flow Classication;
3.5 Evaluation of traffic classification methods
3.5.1 Introduction
After measurement based policy rule creation systems have produced the classification
rules, the outcome should be evaluated. A number of things may be considered for
evaluation. The interesting question is how well the classifier succeeds in classifying
traffic in the network. Are correct rules and policies being produced as defined by the
measurement analysis? Is the measurement analysis able to detect traffic characteristics
from the measurements? Is the policy, from its own point of view, producing a network
that is used more optimally and are the customers satisfied with the way that the policy
is treating them? Is the traffic classifier general enough to be used in other network
environments without any additional modifications to its parameters?
However, these tasks are relatively difficult to tackle with simple metrics, since the
overall success of a classifier is hard to model in an accurate and simple way. Therefore,
we have developed a set of indirect metrics that have been derived by applying the
classification results in a simple simulated network node environment, and by examining
the classification results with simple statistics and subjective evaluation of the classified
application lists. With these metrics we hope to be able to evaluate different traffic
classification methods.
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In this work we focus on evaluating the classification effects to the network and to the
user. We divide the analysis to evaluating the content of the policy lists and evaluating
the context performance. By context performance we mean evaluating the performance
of the environment where the policies are used. We start by developing a method for
the context performance evaluation, where the evaluation of the use of the policy lists is
done based on simple IP router performance metrics. After presenting the method for
context performance evaluation we develop a methodology to evaluate the content of the
policy rule lists.
3.5.2 Evaluation of context performance
Context performance characterizes the impact of classification on the network node per-
formance. First we define the metrics we will use for evaluating the context performance.
We start by examining the restrictions for a router working in an environment which ac-
knowledges flows or connections [7]: Processor capacity, in general, is limiting both the
flow birthrate speed as well as the packet forwarding capabilities. Connection or state
space is a limited resource and used quite liberally when fine–grained flow granularity is
applied. Usage of connection or state space could be controlled using the flow birthrate
and the flow deletion speed as indicators whether the usage is increasing or decreas-
ing. In a connectionless environment connection space could be understood as using
different kinds of headers which implied a better priority handling in the network for
flows [50, 51, 52]. In general terms, connection space could also be understood as avail-
able flow space, or the amount of resources available for storing flow state information.
Depending on the environment this could be understood as connections or entries in a
flow database. Bandwidth, or more accurately, the transmission rate is also a limited
resource; it may not be used without restrictions. One solution would be to add more
bandwidth as the traffic increases. This would, however, be only a temporary relief, since
new applications and users will be anxious to lay their hands on any free bandwidth they
see available. There needs to exist a mechanism that allocates the transmission capacity
to connections in a rational fashion. Delay to setup connection or state means that the
methods of packet classification and subsequent packet action should be simple and not
time–consuming [53]. Otherwise, the majority of packets for which the connection or
state is established, might already have been sent. In this light, it is critical that any
connection candidates detected would receive the decision to establish the connection or
the state as quickly as possible [53].
To observe the context performance of a traffic classification scheme we introduce four
different factors of context performance that are observed. We call the result the context
performance evaluation model. This model evaluates the performance based on a ref-
erence point. The reference point is formed by classifying all flows to priority after the
first packet on the flow is observed. This performance sets the reference point to which
all other classifiers will be compared.
The factors in the context performance evaluation model have been chosen to be as
general as possible while providing information for evaluating the traffic classification
schemes in different network environments. The chosen factors are based on those pre-
sented in [7, 54]. These statistics form the contextual aspects of the performance observa-
tions of different traffic classification schemes: Maximum flow birthrate factor indicates
the birthrate of flows with a particular classifier in relation to the reference classifier
that has the highest possible birthrate in a given trace. This factor disregards the actual
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cost of setting up flow state, or in some other way utilizing the information of this new
flow, since this is an implementation specific issue and, therefore, not in the scope of this
work. However, by observing the birthrate maximum we get a notion of the required
CPU use for flow state setups. The maximum flow birthrate B for a traffic class c in
trace T is determined by comparing the maximum amount of new flows detected within
the appropriate traffic class c in a period of one second (∆T = 1 < τ) to the maximum
number of flows detected in a period of one second with all flows classified (reference
point):
Bc =
max
T
| ∪
T +∆T
FC(τ, m, Pc)\ ∪T FC(τ, m, Pc)|
max
T
| ∪
T +∆T
FC(τ, m, P)\ ∪
T
FC(τ, m, P)| , P, Pc ⊂ PT, and τ > ∆T = 1 (3.11)
Results will also present the time T that starts the (one second) period when the maxi-
mum flow setup speed is observed.
Flow space factor shows the maximum number of simultaneous connections in the net-
work for given connection parameters. This factor is important if we wish to give user
flows individual connections and the available connection space is limited. It also gives
an indication on the memory needs for a flow state system. The flow space factor S
in a traffic class c is determined by comparing at any given time the maximum use of
flow state space within the appropriate traffic class using the appropriate traffic and flow
classification functions to the maximum use of the flow state space when classifying all
flows (reference point):
Sc =
max
T
|FC(τ, m, Pc)|
max
T
|FC(τ, m, P)| , where P, Pc ⊂ PT (3.12)
Classification factor C indicates how many packets of all the packets are classified to
class c. The classification is determined by comparing the amount of packets classified
to a certain traffic class c using the appropriate classifier with the total packet count in
seen in the trace indicated by |PT|:
Cc =
|Pc|
|PT| (3.13)
Application factor indicates how many different applications are present in the trace
according to the application definition in the beginning of Chapter 3. This factor is
dependent on the definition of the application and therefore varies if the definition is
altered. This factor tells us how large a portion of the applications are classified to a
particular traffic class. This factor may indicate any imbalance in differentiating traffic to
classes and thus suggest additional access restrictions to a traffic class. The application
factor A in a traffic class c is determined by comparing the number of applications in
the traffic class c to the total number of applications in the trace (as determined when
all flows are classified):
Ac =
|{a | ∃p ∈ a, (a, c) ∈ S}|
|A| (3.14)
The first two factors, the flow birthrate factor and the flow space factor, are closely
related to situations where the network needs to store information on the flows. These
two factors lose their relevance if the network functions in a fashion where no status
information needs to be updated or stored.
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Figure 3.1: The context performance model for comparing traffic classification
methods
To visualize the four context performance factors we introduce the quadrilateral model
for comparing different traffic classification schemes in Figure 3.1.
The context performance model in Figure 3.1 illustrates how the different traffic classi-
fication schemes perform in relation to each other. The ends of axis present the max-
imum of that factor in a certain network (simulation) environment. Since we aim to
observe the relative performance between the classifier schemes, the flow birthrate and
flow space factors together with the application factor are normalized to the performance
in the reference point where all flows are classified. The packet classification factor shows
the percentage of all packets present in the measurement period that are classified to a
particular service class.
The restrictions on transmission rate, i.e., the methods with which bandwidth should
be allocated to connections are definitely of interest, but deserve a separate committed
research effort. Connection setup delay is a protocol and implementation dependent
metric and varies according to the technological environment used. Therefore, the other
restrictions for real life traffic classification: the bandwidth/transmission rate, and the
flow setup delay mentioned in [7] are not included in the context performance model in
this work.
3.5.3 Content evaluation
A measurement based policy rule creation scheme should be designed so that applying
the subsequent policy increases the quality of service the user is experiencing. The
user should see the policy rules that the traffic classification is creating as beneficiary,
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being able to offer appropriate handling to different traffic flows. As we now have a
simple model with which to evaluate the context performance of a policy rule list, we
start developing a model that assesses the content performance. By this we mean the
evaluation of the actual rule lists produced by traffic classification.
Content evaluation is the analysis of the applications that fall into the different classes
and comparison of classification decisions in different traces. The evaluation of classi-
fication means observing the classes in terms of the measured properties: applications,
flows and packets.
The content evaluation method we propose focuses on evaluating the classification results
in relation to previous results and comparing simple class statistics. We will compare
the statistics to the data produced when all flows are classified. Then we will observe
the statistics to establish the similarity of the class behavior in different traffic traces.
Finally we will observe the statistics to spot differences produced by different classifiers
with the same trace to see the characteristics of different classifier types. This will show
us how the behavior of applications changes between traces and from class to class. The
evaluation method consists of two components:
1. The first method observes the statistics of a traffic class. The statistics gathered
are the mean, variance, minimum and maximum of the packet and flow count
produced by applications classified to a class. Furthermore, since the mean and
the variance obviously will change from one trace to another, we will also calculate
the coefficient of variation
√
variance
mean
[55] that indicates the relative variation in
packet and flow count data in a traffic class. The observations on the value of
the coefficient of variation focus on observing the differences of the value between
different traffic classes. The differences or similarities between traffic classes are
then taken as indication on how different or similar the traffic class contents are.
Some conclusions on class behavior might also be made based on the absolute value
of the coefficient of variation, however, this is not the primary intent.1
2. The second method subjectively evaluates the lists of applications that result from
the classification. The aim with this method is to assess the relevance of the clas-
sified applications based on a priori knowledge on application type and behavior.
This method is the obvious one, but its results are subjective and dependent on
the evaluator.
We will show the measurement and classification results in packet-flow –space as shown
in Figure 3.2. We plot the applications by the application identifier a′ (the TCP/UDP
source port number Sport and the protocol identifier Proto) into the packet-flow –space
using eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. We will also show the mean of eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 per class.
Based on the standard deviation calculated for eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 in a class we will show
a rough estimate on the area where the typical applications lie in the packet-flow –space
by plotting a line of length stdev2 in packet and flow dimensions to indicate the statistical
range of applications in the class.
1The smaller the coefficient of variation is the more the applications in a traffic class behave
in a similar manner. Larger coefficient of variation in a traffic class indicates applications that
behave differently from each other.
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Figure 3.2: 2-dimensional packet-flow per application –space
3.6 Summary
This chapter has defined the concepts of packet, flow and traffic classification. The
packet classifier reacts and performs on every packet that is detected in the system. The
flow classifier, if implemented, needs to keep up with current and upcoming flows and
it performs with the same intensity as the packet classification. Flow classification may
also initiate the process of assigning resources to a flow. Traffic classification, on the
other hand, observes the measured traffic characteristics it gets from packet and flow
classification processes and, on relatively long intervals, it performs the traffic analysis
that returns the rules of packet and flow classification as needed.
In this chapter we also developed a methodology to assess the traffic classification per-
formance by means of context and content analysis. Context analysis is performed by
observing simple and general factors in a simplified single IP router environment. These
factors give an indication of the performance requirements of the IP router in an environ-
ment where traffic is classified.As far as classification is concerned being able to pinpoint
the applications that produce either the majority or minority of the packets and flows
and that behave in a particular manner might help to optimize the network performance
and provide the possibility to offer users different types of service levels.
Finally, we developed a method of content analysis where we observe different packet
and flow statistics of individual applications in a traffic trace. We also observe these
properties in two-dimensional packet-flow –space to provide us some information on the
application nature and characteristics. To further understand and aid in the analysis of
the application lists we also map the classified applications to the 2-dimensional packet-
flow –space. The data points in the packet-flow –space are determined by normalizing
the measurement results for packet and flow count for each application a seen in the trace
according to eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. The visualization of the normalized application statistics
is done to enable comparisons in the packet-flow –space between different network envi-
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ronments and to determine visually whether there exist areas in the packet-flow –space
where different types of applications lie.
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Chapter 4
Some methods for Internet traffic
classification and notes on
performance
4.1 Introduction
Most of the methods for flow classification have been presented and analyzed in the
traffic-driven IP switching context [56, 29, 30, 14, 9, 32, 54]. Some of these classifica-
tion methods take into account only the status and resource restrictions of the network
equipment (routers), others rely on static lists of application information. The assess-
ments made on these methods, however, do not place any weight on the effect the user
is experiencing and it is debatable that the user is experiencing any significant per-
formance improvement although the network equipment is functioning in an optimal
fashion. Therefore, it may be argued that the policies implemented with these classifica-
tion methods emphasize the overall resource optimization on the expense of individual
user requests. The goal should be, nevertheless, to optimize the use of network resources
but with more emphasis on the user’s perceived quality of service [57].
This chapter focuses on the previously introduced methods for traffic and flow classifi-
cation and their performance. The main purpose is to analyze the overall behavior of
the detected application sets and use of classification resources as defined in Chapter 3.
The results include observations on the size and contents of application lists that are
produced when using particular classifiers. To achieve clarity we will, for the most part
in this work, present the application lists as lists of TCP or UDP source port numbers
that lie in the well-known port number area from 0 to 1023. For the upper regions of
TCP/UDP port numbers we rely on the coherent behavior from the traffic classifier; if
the traffic classification method picks up traffic flows of certain type in the well-known
application (port) area, it is assumed that it can also pick up traffic flows of similar
characteristics in the upper region of port numbers. In some cases, if the lists are short,
we will show the complete application lists.
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4.2 Test environment for the simulations and
traffic traces used in this work
Throughout this work, we will be observing the performance of various traffic and flow
classification schemes in a static simulation environment to enable the comparison of
results from different traffic classification schemes. For the simulations, we use a set of
six different one-hour long traffic traces obtained on two separate locations:
1. Three traffic measurements were made at Helsinki University of Technology in
1997 on a bridged 10 Mbit/s Ethernet local area network during (9 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
office hours. The network served as the backbone network for the Department
of Electrical and Communications Engineering serving some hundreds of users.
Measurements were made with TCPDUMP.
2. The other set of measurements was obtained from the Internet Traffic Archive,
where three traces from the Digital’s Internet access point were used.
The simulation environment is fed with knowledge of the timestamp, protocol, the source
and destination addresses, and the source and destination ports. As the analysis is
performed, all sensitive information, including the packet lengths, were removed from the
traces. The simulation environment is a connection-oriented environment. Connections,
or flow states, are set up for those flows to which the rules provided by the traffic
classification scheme indicate prioritization.
The traffic trace details are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: One hour traffic traces used in this work
Trace information
Name Location Nr of
packets
Media
ebb900 Helsinki University of Technology
(HUT)/Campus Area Network 09:00
May 29, 1997
1107188 Ethernet
ebb115 HUT/CAN 11:50 June 6th, 1997 1007398 Ethernet
ebb130 HUT/CAN 13:30 May 27, 1997 1233970 Ethernet
dec-pkt-1
(dec1)a
Digital’s primary Internet access point
(DIAP) 22:00, March 8th, 1995
2983217 Ethernet
dec-pkt-2
(dec2)
DIAP 02:00, Thu March 9th, 1995 3467733 Ethernet
dec-pkt-3
(dec3)
DIAP 10:00, Thu March 9th, 1995 4086848 Ethernet
aAll dec-pkt-x traces are freely available at http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/DEC-
PKT.html
In the basic flow analysis of the network traffic, the granularity of the flow is defined
to include IP source and destination address, protocol information and TCP or UDP
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source and destination port fivetuples according to the packet parameters defined earlier.
The connections, or flow state setups, are initiated by the first packet in a traffic flow
and subsequent packets are counted in the connection. The flow state is held up for
60 seconds [30, 41] after the final packet in the flow has been seen in the flow. This
characteristic is likely to increase the requirements for flow state space, or maximum flow
state space, but it is also probable that more packets may be mapped to a connection.
The same kind of environment has been suggested in [41] and used in various research
activities before [29, 58, 30].
Relevant simulation parameter values are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Simulation parameters for traffic and flow classification
Simulation environment parameters
Parameter Value
Flow timeout τ a 60 seconds
Flow granularity m
b
IP address and TCP or UDPc port level (5-tuple) gran-
ularity, m = (32, 32, 8, 16, 16).
aThe time limit for consecutive packets in a flow. If exceeded, the flow is deleted and a new
one has to be created.
bGranularity determines the level at which flow candidates are introduced.
cDifference between TCP and UDP is determined by Proto.
4.3 The reference point for performance study
For reference purposes, we introduce the “null“ method of traffic classification, where
all flows are classified as the first packet on the flow is observed. The first packet of
the flow is also considered to belong to the flow as is also indicated in Table 3.3. The
performance observed will set the reference point to which all other classifiers will be
compared [56, 14, 32].
Since all flows are classified, the behavior at the reference point could be considered to
be the worst there can be, given a particular flow definition and, therefore, all other
classifiers perform not worse or better.
The pseudo code implementation for studying the performance at the reference point is
shown in Table 4.3. The pseudo code in Table 4.3 shows that the traffic classification
functionality is very simple: All existing application identifiers are considered to form the
classification criteria, thus leading to a situation where all flows detected are prioritized
to class 1 meaning the priority class.
Table 4.3: All flow classification
process Traffic Classification
Sall = {(a, 1) | ∃p ∈ a};
end Traffic Classification;
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4.3.1 Performance at the reference point
The context analysis performance results at the reference point where all flows are classi-
fied are shown in Table 4.4. After the flow timeout value has passed without any packets
observed, the flow state is deleted. Similar analysis has been performed in [56, 14].
Table 4.4: Context analysis performance results at the reference point
Basic simulation results at the reference point
Networka Flow
birthrate
factor, Bbase
at time tF
b
Flow
space,
Sbase
c
Classification
factor, Cbase
d
Amount
of appli-
cations,
Abase
dec1 2830 at 3568s 4579 100% 7837
dec2 2848 at 3574s 4255 100% 7483
dec3 5464 at 3596s 8576 100% 12141
ebb900 1757 at 3557s 2611 100% 9211
ebb115 1470 at 3642s 2776 100% 8614
ebb130 1296 at 3537s 2309 100% 7682
aRefer to table 4.1
breferring to the maximum of flow setups in one second in the trace
cMaximum number of simultaneous connections during the trace period.
d% of packets classified.
Results in Table 4.4 show that the flow state space factor depends on the particular
network characteristics, such as the network size or geographical location. In the dec-
traces the time of day seems to be also affecting the flow factor. The use of flow state
space is quite moderate in absolute terms but varies somewhat from trace to trace. The
number of applications detected in different networks is relatively constant. However,
dec3 shows a substantial increase in the application count. In conclusion, this type of
traffic classification is not meant to achieve any real differentiation of traffic but offers a
performance comparison point.
Next, we observe the statistics on packet and flow shares per application in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 shows that the coefficient of variation tends to be larger for flow data in
dec-traces, whereas in ebb-traces the coefficient of variation is larger for packet data.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the dec–traces contain applications that vary more
in temporal behavior than the applications in ebb-traces. This statement is further
backed up by looking at the maximum values of the flow and packet shares in the traces.
In ebb– and dec–traces the maximums of the packet shares are practically equal whereas
the maximums of flow shares vary significantly between the trace-environments being
higher in the dec-traces.
Looking at the coefficient of variation in all of the trace environments we see that the
values range between 16 to 51, the combined average for both values being approximately
27. Due to the seemingly large values it seems that all of the traces contain applications
that behave quite differently from each other.
In Figures 4.1 to 4.4 the locations of applications are shown in the 2-dimensional packet-
flow –space. We also show the ’average application’ based on the mean of the packet
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Table 4.5: Content statistics for all traces with all flows classified
Content statistics for dec- and ebb-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
dec1 all packets 0,0128% 0,2805% 0,00003% 18,6375% 22
dec1 all flows 0,0128% 0,6547% 0,0006% 55,5973% 51
dec2 all packets 0,0134% 0,2468% 0,00003% 12,2226% 18
dec2 all flows 0,0134% 0,584% 0,0006% 47,5911% 44
dec3 all packets 0,0082% 0,2017% 0,00002% 16,0185% 24
dec3 all flows 0,0082% 0,4003% 0,0003% 42,9367% 49
ebb900 all packets 0,0109% 0,2463% 0,00009% 18,1552% 23
ebb900 all flows 0,0109% 0,1826% 0,0014% 11,1828% 16
ebb115 all packets 0,0116% 0,2329% 0,0001% 13,5456% 20
ebb115 all flows 0,0116% 0,1892% 0,0015% 11,5094% 16
ebb130 all packets 0,013% 0,2819% 0,00008% 16,4349% 22
ebb130 all flows 0,013% 0,2218% 0,0019% 12,9275% 17
and flow shares as indicated in Table 4.5 and based on variance data we show the range
in packet and flow dimensions that outlines the range of the average application.
Figures 4.1 to 4.4 support the findings in Table 4.5 that the variation in flow shares
(y-axis) of the ebb-traces is lower than the variation in dec-traces. Furthermore, the
applications in ebb-traces seem to vary more in packet shares than in flow shares. This
indicates that the applications in ebb-traces behave smoothly and have varying presence.
At this point we extend the use of the characterizing measurements by observing individ-
ual applications measurement results and changes therein from trace to trace. This type
of analysis tries to characterize the changes in the measurements of the same application
within the same network. The less changes there are in the measurement results the more
likely the application is classified similarly. In this work we will show the changes that
an application experiences by observing the movement in the packet-flow –space from
trace to trace in the same network environment. Specifically, the movement is defined
by calculating for an application a the normalized distance ra,norm for (Cnorm, Fnorm) in
traces T and Tref . The distances are normalized against the maximum distance that an
application can move in the packet-flow –space:
ra,norm =
|(Cnorm(a, Tref ), Fnorm(a, Tref )), (Cnorm(a, T), Fnorm(a, T))|√
2
(4.1)
Next we calculate the distances that the applications travel in the packet-flow –space from
a reference trace in a network environment to another trace according to Eq. 4.1. The
distance data is determined only for those applications that exist in both of the traces.
The distances are sorted to descending order starting from the largest (normalized)
distances and shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Some familiar applications are indicated
in the figures. Some basic statistics of the movement in dec- and ebb-environments are
shown in Table 4.6.
We can see from Figures 4.5, 4.6 and Table 4.6 that the movement of applications from
one trace to another is generally quite small and that the majority of the applications
tend to behave similarly in regards to packet and flow shares. However, some of the
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Figure 4.1: Application locations in logarithmic packet-flow –space /dec1 and dec2.
more interesting applications (indicated in the figures) such as 53/udp, 80/tcp, 22/tcp
and 23/tcp to mention a few, seem to be moving quite much up to tens of percent of
the maximum movement. To be able to classify these applications based on the packet-
flow -information to proper classes requires the classifier to be dynamic in placing the
classification borders in the packet-flow –space. Furthermore, the share of applications
that are found in both the reference trace Tref and in the T is at its highest only 50%.
Although the number of traces that are compared is quite low, we claim that a method
that selects applications in a dynamic fashion should exist.
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Figure 4.2: Application locations in logarithmic packet-flow –space /dec3.
Table 4.6: Statistics of the distance data
Statistics of the normalized distance data
Traces App.
counta
Mean Variance Min Max
dec1-dec2 50% 3, 5 · 10−4 4, 7 · 10−5 2, 6 · 10−7 1, 1 · 10−1
dec1-dec3 30% 2, 9 · 10−4 3, 7 · 10−5 6, 5 · 10−7 4, 1 · 10−1
ebb900-ebb115 37% 3, 1 · 10−4 1, 2 · 10−5 8, 5 · 10−7 9, 5 · 10−2
ebb900-ebb130 47% 3, 3 · 10−4 1, 5 · 10−5 1, 7 · 10−7 1, 2 · 10−1
aShare of applications found in both traces compared to the total amount of applications in
the first trace.
4.4 Methods of traffic classification
4.4.1 Introduction
The traffic classification methods provide sets of rules to determine the criteria with
which traffic is classified or divided into traffic classes. The classification methods may
or may not use feedback from the network or the user. Some suggestions on what should
be observed and what kind of rules should be determined include [59] (see also Section 3.1
for a discussion on what there is to measure in a network):
• The method that observes the number of packets on a flow candidate and estab-
lishes the flow state after a certain threshold is reached is called packet count flow
classification. It has been widely studied in [56, 29, 30, 14, 32, 54, 60, 6]. Further-
more, the dynamic version of the packet count classifier, where the packet count
threshold is dynamically updated depending on the use of router and classification
resources, is studied in [31, 61, 62, 63, 64].
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Figure 4.3: Application locations in logarithmic packet-flow –space /ebb900 and
ebb115.
• Measuring the packets based on their (payload) size and then determining the
packet size values as classification bounds. The packet size distributions have been
observed in [65, 8] but no significant characteristics could be concluded. Some
work was also done in [66] to visually distinguish the application signature of the
www-application by observing packet sizes and packet size distributions.
• Measuring the distribution of the packet arrival process of a flow and then deter-
mining the shape and form of these packet arrival distributions. This method of
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Figure 4.4: Application locations in logarithmic packet-flow –space /ebb130.
classification is suggested in [33, 34] and the feasibility is superficially analyzed
in [65, 8].
• Classifying packets based on the content in their headers, e.g., port numbers; and
then determining the content values for classification. The static form of this
classifier appeared first in [56, 29] and has been further studied in [9]. The work in
this thesis, in the coming chapters, introduces the method of dynamically choosing
the application identifiers based on aggregated packet-flow –measurements.
4.4.2 Packet count classifier
A packet count classifier is a classifier that makes a prediction on the future behavior
of the flow based on the past information it has gathered. The traffic classification
process determines how many packets are needed before a flow is set up. The aim of
this approach is to reduce the workload of the forwarding processor by assigning future
packets under a flow identifier. The traffic classification process behind the packet count
classifier could also make suggestions on the timeout values.
The packet count classifier requires that X packets arrive before establishing an active
flow. Before X packets have arrived the flow is called a candidate flow [67, 6]. As a
packet arrives into a network node, an entry in the flow candidate table is created, or
updated, provided the packet can not be assigned to an active flow. If the packet count
threshold is reached, the candidate flow is deleted, an active flow is created, and the
flow is provisioned appropriately. This classification depends on the application; in IP
switching [32] and in the ATM MPOA [68, 69] the flow would be directed to its own
connection, in a connectionless environment the flow could be assigned a header which
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Figure 4.5: Application movement between dec-traces
implied a better priority handling in the network [50, 51, 52].
The use of the packet count classifier as a method for resource based traffic classification
has been studied in [29, 30, 14, 9, 32, 70, 54, 44, 60, 6]. These studies have mainly con-
centrated on the reduction of flow setup workload when implementing fine granularity
per-flow based IP switching with minor emphasis on the active flow statistics. Partic-
ularly, with the packet count classifier the flow setup delay easily grows to intolerable
values increasing the possibility of delivering packets out of order [30].
If we consider the practical use of the packet count classifier, the natural choice would
be to apply the classifier in a per-flow environment. This means that if we are to offer
QoS, or CoS, to the flow we need to convey related state information throughout the
network. While possibly feasible in the edges, or in restricted areas, of the network this
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Figure 4.6: Application movement between ebb-traces
scheme may not be efficiently implemented through the core network on the account of
the scalability issues [7].
The implementation uses the flow candidate timeout value as a mechanism to remove
outdated candidate entries that have small probability of reaching the packet count value,
X. There is no emphasis on the packet header contents. Some of the implementation
details and obstacles concerning the candidate table in particular, have been reported in
our previous work [6].
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4.4.3 Dynamic packet count classifier
The packet count classifier may also be used to balance and control the use of IP router
resources in the appropriate environment if the threshold value is altered as has been
suggested with the adaptive packet count [31, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64] approach. The control
of resource usage is even more important if the actual implementation of the network
functionality is a complex issue, e.g. as in MPOA [69, 62].
An example of a dynamic resource based traffic classification is the adaptive packet
count [54, 61, 63, 64] approach. The use of IP router resources is measured by the
traffic classification process and the adaptation of the packet count threshold is based
on the measured status of the IP router system. The goal is to minimize the utilization
difference of the resources. In the scheme, the traffic classification process is on the tight
feedback loop from the network equipment resource status to the parameters of the flow
classifier.
4.4.4 Inter-arrival time classifier
Traffic classification process may also be based on measuring the inter-arrival times of the
packet streams [33]. Traffic flows supposedly have realtime properties if the distribution
of the arrival process is unimodal and non-realtime properties if the distribution is bi-
modal [34, 65, 8]. This assumption is somewhat validated in [65, 8]. The monitoring of the
inter-arrival distribution could be limited to certain traffic flows based on the TCP/UDP
port numbers [33, 34]. The work done in [33, 34] is, however, void of any effort on picking
these port numbers dynamically from the network traffic. Therefore, the inter-arrival
time -classifier would perform like the static application classifier (introduced next) with
an additional application filter in the form of monitoring the inter-arrival distribution.
4.4.5 Static application classifier
The user based classification methods aim to classify flows produced by applications that
are considered important to the user because of their interactive nature or some other
user oriented property. The most common form of user based traffic classification is to
use application lists that are usually predetermined by a network manager. This type
of a classifier first appeared in [56, 29] where the applications were identified with TCP
port numbers. The application list was static and consisted of a fixed amount of ”well-
known” applications. It has been since used as a part of an analysis of the traffic driven
label mapping in MPLS [71].
The pseudo code implementation of the static application classifier is shown in Table 4.7.
The static nature of the traffic classification process is indicated by making the rule set
S constant. The changes in the application list require the intervention of the network
manager. In large networks with varying application usage, it would be hard to react to
traffic and application profile changes using the static application classifier. To determine
the list of prioritized applications we could measure the network and make an intelligent
choice based on some measured property or properties. Depending on the network envi-
ronment and the total number of applications present in the network, however, it might
be difficult to detect all the applications eligible for prioritization.
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Table 4.7: Pseudo code for static application classifier
process Traffic Classification
const SSAC ⊆ Sall;
end Traffic Classification;
4.4.5.1 Context performance analysis
With the static application classification, we pick out a set of important applications by
hand from the network. The importance is difficult to define exactly but refers generally
to interactive applications. Interactive, in this context, is also loosely defined to be any
application that includes a human user on the other end of the packet stream interacting
with another human user or with a computer.
The static application classifier uses a set of applications that has been determined by
observing the application sets when all flows were classified and when using packet count
classifiers. We will also take into account the considerations, mentioned in previous
studies [29, 40], for priority applications. We aim to combine a compact and limited
application set from all of the traces used. This process should resemble the actual
process of choosing an application set by a human network manager. We note that by
choosing a different set of applications the performance could be significantly changed.
The final application set of fourteen (14) applications is shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: The selected application set, SSAC , for the Static Application Classifier
Application set SSAC
Port number and
protocol(Sport/Proto)
Application description
20/tcp ftp data connection
22/tcp Secure Shell
23/tcp Telnet
25/tcp Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, SMTP
69/tcp Trivial File transfer
70/tcp Gopher -service
80/tcp WWW-protocol, HTTP
110/tcp Protocol used for mail-sessions, POP
119/tcp Network News Protocol, NNTP
443/tcp Secure http
513/tcp login service
514/tcp shell service
995/tcp secure pop3
These applications have a definite and direct interest of the user thus giving ground
for prioritization. We limit the applications to those that are particularly well known;
applications that have a Well–Known TCP port number1 ranging from 0 to 1023.
1http://www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers
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The simulation results of the static application classifier are presented in Table 4.9 and
in Figure 4.7.
Table 4.9: Context performance of the static application classifier
Basic simulation results for the static application classifier
Networka Flow birthrate
factor, BSAC
Flow space
factor, SSAC
Packet clas-
sification
factor, CSAC
Application fac-
tor, ASAC
dec1 12,83% at 3518s 12,56% 49,76% 0,14%b / 8 of 14
applicationsc
dec2 16,12% at 3538s 19,61% 57,85% 0,15%/ 8 of 14
applications
dec3 12,54% at 3578s 12,53% 46,77% 0,14%/ 9 of 14
applications
ebb900 37,34% at 3582s 49,72% 17,89% 0,18%/ 11 of 14
applications
ebb115 32,86% at 3621s 39,27% 51,40% 0,18%/ 11 of 14
applications
ebb130 50,31% at 3527s 38,78% 51,12% 0,25%/11 of 14
applications
aRefer to table 4.1
bOf all applications found in PT
cOf the static set of fourteen applications as described in Table 4.8
Table 4.9 and Figure 4.7 show a significant reduction of at least 50% of flow space usage
and reduced flow birthrate factor for the static application classifier compared with the
reference point. The packet classification factor remains relatively constant around 50%
indicating that the use of the selected 14 applications in these networks produces an equal
portion of the total network traffic. In the ebb900 -trace, based on the higher use of flow
space and decrease in the packet classification factor compared to other ebb-traces, the
application set seems to be out of place indicating either the difficulty of choosing an
adequate and descriptive set of applications to describe the network profile or a significant
change in the network application profile. Looking from the context performance point
of view the static application classifier may produce slightly unpredictable behavior when
network environment is changed.
4.4.5.2 Content analysis
The content statistics of the dec- and ebb-traces for the static application classifier are
shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11. Looking at the content statistics of both the dec– and
ebb–traces in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 we can see that the means and the standard deviations
of the packet and flow data are roughly the same in class 1 and class 0 respectively in
different traces. Furthermore, Class 0 (the default class) coefficients of variation display
in all traces values that are equal to or even higher than the values observed in the
reference point. Class 1 (the priority class) has roughly equal values of the coefficient of
variation in all of the traces and Class 1 values are an order of magnitude lower than
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the static application classifier
those of Class 0. Partly this phenomenon is explained by the low number of classified
applications. However, looking at Table 4.8 we can see some applications that are related
to each other via the type of usage: for instance, the telnet–application (port 23) and ssh–
application (port 22) have partly a similar purpose of use in the network. We conclude
that, based on these figures, the static application classifier has succeeded in selecting
applications to the traffic classes that behave in a similar fashion within the class. Were
the applications selected in a random fashion the value of the statistics would be closer
to those of the reference point with all flows classified. However, the small number of
applications in Class 1 means that the confidence for the classification results is still low.
Nevertheless, the static application classifier may be used with caution in other networks
without significant changes to the application set SSAC .
The placing of some applications within the packet-flow –space in network traces is shown
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Table 4.10: Content statistics for dec-traces with static classification
Content statistics for dec-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
dec1 Class 1 pkt 3,569% 0,1458% 0,034% 13,396% 1
dec1 Class 1 flw 1,030% 0,040% 0,0254% 3,516% 1
dec1 Class 0 pkt 0,009% 0,172% 0,00003% 18,637% 23
dec1 Class 0 flw 0,012% 0,5244% 0,0006% 55,597% 56
dec2 Class 1 pkt 3,657% 0,1452% 0,008% 11,112% 1
dec2 Class 1 flw 1,245% 0,047% 0,0360% 3,898% 1
dec2 Class 0 pkt 0,009% 0,129% 0,00003% 12,223% 17
dec2 Class 0 flw 0,012% 0,456% 0,0006% 47,591% 48
dec3 Class 1 pkt 2,128% 0,107% 0,002% 8,468% 2
dec3 Class 1 flw 0,854% 0,041% 0,0003% 3,687% 2
dec3 Class 0 pkt 0,007% 0,171% 0,00002% 16,019% 26
dec3 Class 0 flw 0,008% 0,398% 0,0003% 42,937% 52
Table 4.11: Content statistics for ebb-traces with static classification
Content statistics for ebb-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
ebb900 Class 1 pkt 0,963% 0,064% 0,001% 5,646% 2
ebb900 Class 1 flw 1,3247% 0,12% 0,0027% 11,1828% 2
ebb900 Class 0 pkt 0,010% 0,238% 0,0001% 18,155% 24
ebb900 Class 0 flw 0,0093% 0,1398% 0,0014% 10,2406% 15
ebb115 Class 1 pkt 3,0602% 0,1739% 0,0001% 13,5456% 1
ebb115 Class 1 flw 1,2502% 0,1061% 0,0015% 10,0193% 2
ebb115 Class 0 pkt 0,0077% 0,143% 0,0001% 8,040% 19
ebb115 Class 0 flw 0,0100% 0,149% 0,0015% 11,5094% 15
ebb130 Class 1 pkt 1,8450% 0,118% 0,0006% 7,3444% 2
ebb130 Class 1 flw 1,1927% 0,122% 0,0019% 11,6482% 3
ebb130 Class 0 pkt 0,0102% 0,2510% 0,0001% 16,4349% 25
ebb130 Class 0 flw 0,0112% 0,1773% 0,0019% 12,9275% 16
in Figures 4.8 to 4.11. We note that the applications seem to exist in groups in the packet-
flow –space, and these groups may be found in different network environments. We can
see that applications like ssh and telnet in ports 22/tcp and 23/tcp respectively cluster
near each other in the high packet count - low flow count area over different traces. The
same thing seems to be occurring with the www-service (port 80/tcp). Note also, that
especially in the ebb-traces the www-service and dns-service (53/udp) are quite near each
other in the high packet count - high flow count area. However, some applications tend
to be positioned only very generally to a certain area in the packet-flow –space. Based on
this, we can assume that established applications tend to behave in the same way relative
to other applications in the packet-flow –space over different network environments. This
statement is also backed up in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and in Table 4.6 that show the relatively
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small movements of common applications between traces.
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Figure 4.8: Locations of selected applications for the static application classifier -
dec1 and dec2
We also show the mean values of packet and flow shares of Class 1 and Class 0 in different
traces together with the estimated range of the applications. We can see that Class 1
seems to have much more concentrated behavior in packet-flow –space. This conclusion
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Figure 4.9: Locations of selected applications for the static application classifier -
dec3
is in line with the results found in Tables 4.10 and 4.11.
4.4.6 Measurement based threshold classifier
Approaches have been proposed that determine the application lists based on measured
properties of the network traffic. The key idea in these approaches is to find traffic
characteristics that may indicate application flows important to the user.
A suggestion to dynamically determine the applications for classification is given in [11]
in the form of a threshold classifier. This classifier functions in the following manner:
1. It first measures in the network the aggregated packets/flows -ratio per application.
2. It then orders these measurement results to a list where the ratios descend from
the largest to the lowest.
3. Then a classification threshold is placed so that a chosen percentage of the appli-
cations are classified to a priority class.
For instance, if the network was measured to contain one thousand applications, and the
threshold would be placed to 20%, the list of classified applications would include every
application up to the 200th. The placing of the threshold is arbitrary depending on the
actual traffic classification process. The traffic classification process in [11] is void of any
attempts to adjust the threshold and could be described static. This method classifies to
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Figure 4.10: Locations of selected applications for the static application classifier
- ebb900 and ebb115
high priority applications with a high packet count and a low flow count, thus favoring
applications that send high number of packets but occur rarely in the network.
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Figure 4.11: Locations of selected applications for the static application classifier-
ebb130
4.4.6.1 Context performance analysis
The threshold classifier is a step to a dynamic direction from the static application
classifier. The application set for high priority traffic is dynamically picked out based on
an arbitrarily chosen percentage of the applications. Based on the packets/flow -ratio
those applications with the highest ratio are put to the top of the list. In this work the
applications are ordered by the packets/flows -ratio so that a threshold is set to 2% and
10% of the top applications to be classified to higher priority. The context performance
of the threshold classifier is outlined in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.12.
We can see that the numbers for the flow birthrate factor and the use of flow space are
somewhat varying but there is an observable reduction compared to the all flow classifi-
cation at the reference point. Comparing the threshold classifier to the static application
classifier the results are ambiguous, especially in regards to the flow birthrate factor. The
use of flow space with the 10% -threshold is quite conservative, but rises occasionally
(in ebb900 and ebb115) to a relatively high level. Most notably, the classification factor
is high indicating that the applications with above threshold packet/flow –ratio seem to
produce most of the packets. In ebb-traces, choosing just 10% of the top applications we
can see over 80% of the packets classified to a higher priority. Even the lowest level of
packets classified to high priority is still over 60%. Taking into account the high packet
classification factor, the flow birthrate factor and the use of flow space are well contained.
The majority of the packets are classified with less than 30% use of flow setup capacity
(flow birthrate) and flow space. The only exception to this is found in ebb900-trace that
uses quite a lot of flow setup and flow space resources. All in all, the threshold classifier
seems to produce a predictable context performance in different network environments.
However, the actual level of performance is dependent on the network.
The performance results presented in Table 4.12 for the threshold classifier contain an
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Table 4.12: Performance results for the threshold classifier
Basic simulation results for the threshold classifier
Application
threshold
value
Flow birthrate
factor, Blist
Flow space,
Slist
Packet classifica-
tion factor, Clist
Application
factora,
Alist
dec1
2% 3,2%at 3122s 5,9% 31,7% 156
10% 9,2% at 3518s 14,9% 64,0% 783
dec2
2% 2,4% at 3594s 6,7% 36,1% 150
10% 11,8% at 3561s 20,6% 70,8% 748
dec3
2% 3,4% at 3517s 5,8% 40,5% 242
10% 10,7% at 3556s 13,4% 60,3% 1214
ebb900
2% 28,4% at 3556s 38,5% 74,57% 184
10% 42,8% at 3591s 52,5% 82,8% 921
ebb115
2% 18,7% at 3591s 16,65% 73,8% 172
10% 32,2% at 3657s 29,2% 85,9% 861
ebb130
2% 14,0% at 3573s 13,9% 78,3% 153
10% 27,8% at 3600s 25,2% 86,5% 768
aSince the application factor is evident we present the number of applications detected
unrealistic aspect. First, the network application profile is determined after the flow
analysis is performed. We use the measurement results of the past to determine a network
application profile and then we use the obtained profile to the same trace. To compensate,
the network application profiles from dec1 and ebb900 -traces are used as preset network
application profiles for the rest of the dec- and for the rest of the ebb-traces respectively.
On these occasions, we see an indication how the threshold classifier would perform in
a more realistic fashion. The results for the threshold classifier with preset application
lists are shown in Table 4.13 and Figure 4.13.
First, the application factor is somewhat lower in all of the traces due to the use of
an application list from another network. We see a slight increase in the flow birthrate
factor and use of flow space for the ebb-traces compared to Table 4.12, however, in
dec-traces the flow birthrate factor and the use of the flow space is decreased compared
to Table 4.12. Observing the packet classification factor in all of the traces, we see a
decrease in the number of packets classified to priority. The decrease is significant in
the dec-traces with the 2%-classifier showing a remarkably low values for the packet
classification factor. The nature of the classifier behavior seems to be characteristic to a
particular network environment and is therefore unpredictable over different networks.
The overall conclusion on the threshold classifier indicates that the performance is rel-
atively stable and predictable in a given network environment. However, between the
network environments there seems to be no clear dependency. Also the update of the
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Figure 4.12: Performance of the threshold classifier
priority application list should be frequent to ensure keeping up with the changes in the
application profile.
4.4.6.2 Content performance analysis
Tables 4.14 and 4.15 present the content analysis figures. We can see that with the
threshold classifier the coefficient of variation has not that much difference between
classes as it does with the static application classifier. With the threshold classifier the
difference between the coefficient of variation between classes 0 and 1 is slightly less than
an order of magnitude whereas with the static application classifier the difference between
classes was clearly in an order of magnitude. The difference in this regard is not big but
noticeable. When comparing the priority class statistics with the threshold classifier and
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Table 4.13: Performance results for the threshold classifier with preset list
Basic simulation results for the threshold classifier with a preset list
Application
threshold
value
Flow birthrate
factor, Blist
Flow space,
Slist
Packet classifica-
tion factor, Clist
Application
factor,
Alist
Bc−list Sc−list Cc−list Ac−list
dec1 application list
dec2
2% 2,1% at 3491s 5,5% 9,0% 1,12%/84
10% 11,7% at 3560s 18,3% 54,7% 9,7%/727
dec3
2% 1,3% at 3511s 2,4% 3,1% 1,44%/175
10% 9,4% at 3546s 13,2% 42,0% 5,8%/715
ebb900 application list
ebb115
2% 27,4% at 3591s 62,9% 50,48% 1,3%/124
10% 42,2% at 3583s 76,0% 70,4% 6,6%/565
ebb130
2% 10,0% at 3606s 14,1% 73,8% 1,04%/80
10% 40,5% at 3581s 33,7% 83,5% 9,1%/696
static classifier we can see that the coefficient of variation of the 2% threshold classifier
for the classified packets and flows is consistently larger than that of the static classifier.
With the 10% threshold classifier the difference is even more noticeable. Therefore, we
claim that the threshold classifier has difficulties in detecting applications that behave
differently. This statement holds regardless of the threshold setting or the network
environment. Most probably the threshold classifier picks up ”noise” in the form of
applications that happen to lay around (and within) the threshold.
The default class statistics show roughly equal values of the coefficient of variation when
compared to the static application classifier.
In Figures 4.14 to 4.19 the locations of the applications classified to higher priority are
shown in the packet-flows –space. We can see that as we increase the threshold border
from 2% to 10%, more applications in the lesser packets – more flows area are classified.
This is in accordance with the defined selection criteria (high packet-flow –ratio) of the
list classifier.
Looking at the mean of the classes and the suggested variation range of the classes we
can see that in all network environments the classes are quite near to each other and the
classes seem to behave in a similar manner.
In Tables 4.16 and 4.17 we see the applications classified to higher priority in the well-
known port area (from 0 to 1023). The application lists contain a lot of the interactive
ones such as news-service in 119/tcp, ssh and telnet in 22/tcp and 23/tcp and www-
service in 80/tcp. However, the strictness of the border is easily observed in the dec-
environment where in the dec1–trace we fail to detect any applications in the well-known
ports. This phenomenon would be typical to a list classifier with a static threshold border.
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Threshold classifier performance with preset list/ dec-traces
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the threshold classifier with a preset application list
If the usage of a particular application diminishes, even temporarily and in relation to
the measurement period, it is dropped out of the list.
4.5 Conclusions and the problem statement
We have discussed and briefly simulated some of the previously introduced traffic clas-
sification methods. Several suggestions have been made on different traffic classification
schemes. These have been usually presented in the context of different flow classification
methods. These studies mostly imply that traffic classification should direct the flow
classification to optimize the performance of the IP router. No emphasis, however, is put
to study the actual effect that these traffic classification methods have on the list of pri-
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Table 4.14: Content statistics for dec-traces with threshold classification
Content statistics for dec-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
dec1/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,122% 0,03% 0,02% 1,49% 2
dec1/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,002% 0,0003% 0,0006% 0,01% 1
dec1/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,01% 0,224% 0,00003% 18,63746% 27
dec1/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,01% 0,526% 0,0006% 55,59726% 51
dec1/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,0736% 0,1395% 0,0029% 13,3956% 7
dec1/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,0051% 0,01% 0,0006% 0,9936% 9
dec1/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,006% 0,177% 0,00003% 18,63746% 39
dec1/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,0136% 0,526% 0,0006% 55,59726% 51
dec2/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,164% 0,058% 0,01% 5,55% 3
dec2/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,003% 0,0006% 0,0006% 0,03% 3
dec2/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,01% 0,19% 0,00003% 12,2226% 23
dec2/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,01% 0,46% 0,0006% 47,5911% 43
dec2/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,0853% 0,151% 0,0029% 11,11236% 7
dec2/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,0074% 0,02% 0,0006% 2,26943% 12
dec2/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,0054% 0,122% 0,00003% 12,2226% 30
dec2/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,0140% 0,458% 0,0006% 47,5911% 44
dec3/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,11% 0,07% 0,0004% 7,811% 4
dec3/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,004% 0,19% 0,0003% 0,46% 6
dec3/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,006% 0,004% 0,00002% 16,01854% 31
dec3/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,008% 0,40% 0,0003% 42,93669% 49
dec3/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,0424% 0,11% 0,0007% 9,17038% 8
dec3/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,0042% 0,01% 0,0003% 0,95347% 7
dec3/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,0044% 0,168% 0,00002% 16,01854% 40
dec3/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,0087% 0,40% 0,0003% 42,93669% 49
ority applications and, subsequently, to the user of the network. Our observations have
been on router performance and the content and statistical properties of the classified
applications. Following results have been obtained both in this and previously published
work:
• All of the simulated classifiers reduce the use of router resources. In the connection
oriented networks, this indicates that some traffic classification is useful if the
connection setup load is to be kept within reasonable limits. The use of the flow
space and the flow birthrate factor vary according to network environment.
• By using network based traffic classification with a static application set, use of
the router resources is reduced compared to the reference classifier. In the static
application classifier a static set of TCP/UDP–ports is selected to be classified
to higher priority. This restricts, however, the application profile that evidently
changes according to traffic fluctuations that occur in time and on network location.
On the same note, by using a limited and static set of applications we lose the
ability to quickly respond to the network application profile changes. Consequently,
if the application set picked out is larger we see the problems shift into the problems
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Table 4.15: Content statistics for ebb-traces with threshold classification
Content statistics for ebb-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
ebb900/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,399% 0,233% 0,001% 18,1552% 4
ebb900/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,06% 0,042% 0,0014% 3,679% 5
ebb900/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,003% 0,08% 0,00009% 5,65% 28
ebb900/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,01% 0,178% 0,0014% 11,2% 18
ebb900/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,087909% 0,235% 0,00073% 18,1552% 8
ebb900/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,024076% 0,068% 0,0014% 4,8419% 9
ebb900/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,002286% 0,074% 0,0001% 5,6461% 34
ebb900/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,009386% 0,17% 0,0014% 11,1828% 19
ebb115/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,41% 0,21% 0,0002% 13,5456% 4
ebb115/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,04% 0,02% 0,0015% 0,81% 3
ebb115/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,003% 0,08% 0,0001% 6,09% 25
ebb115/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,01% 0,18% 0,0015% 11,5094% 17
ebb115/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,093588% 0,215% 0,001% 13,5455% 7
ebb115/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,021076% 0,057% 0,0015% 4,9963% 9
ebb115/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,002493% 0,0668% 0,0001% 6,0945% 29
ebb115/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,010556% 0,174% 0,0015% 11,5094% 18
ebb130/ 2% Class 1 pkt 0,4989% 0,247% 0,00027% 16,4349% 4
ebb130/ 2% Class 1 flw 0,038% 0,016% 0,00186% 0,746% 3
ebb130/ 2% Class 0 pkt 0,003% 0,073% 0,00008% 5,9138% 26
ebb130/ 2% Class 0 flw 0,013% 0,202% 0,00186% 12,9275% 18
ebb130/ 10% Class 1 pkt 0,108163% 0,25% 0,00163% 16,4349% 8
ebb130/ 10% Class 1 flw 0,015355% 0,04% 0,00186% 3,5633% 9
ebb130/ 10% Class 0 pkt 0,002433% 0,06% 0,00008% 5,9138% 30
ebb130/ 10% Class 0 flw 0,012757% 0,20% 0,00186% 12,9275% 18
Table 4.16: A selection of priority applications picked out with the threshold clas-
sifier - dec-traces
Applications in different dec-networks with 2%-list threshold
dec1 Total of 157 applications, none in well-known port numbers.
dec2 520/udp, 210/tcp, total of 150 applications.
dec3 520/udp, 28/udp, 1/udp, total of 242 applications.
Applications in different dec-networks with 10%-list threshold
dec1 20/tcp, 119/tcp, 179/tcp, 514/udp, 520/udp (Total of 783 applica-
tions)
dec2 20/tcp, 119/tcp, 179/tcp, 210/tcp, 514/tcp, 520/udp (Total of 748
applications)
dec3 0/udp, 1/udp, 20/tcp, 28/udp, 69/tcp, 100/udp, 119/tcp, 179/tcp,
210/tcp, 514/udp, 520/udp, 801/udp, 899/tcp, 1000/udp, 1006/tcp
(Total of 1214 applications)
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Figure 4.14: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
dec1
when all flows would be classified, i.e., the heavy use of resources and difficulty
of realizing any meaningful quality differentiation. Static application classification
can be set to pinpoint the familiar and well-known applications, but requires careful
supervision if it is to react to changes in the network application profile.
• The threshold classifier can be adjusted to detect a certain amount of applications
that produce the majority of packets in the network. This classification method
seems to use the router resources in an efficient manner in a connection oriented
environment. Due to the static border it is, however, sensitive to the smallest of
changes in the use of applications. If optimizing network performance, the value
for list threshold could be fed back with the information on the use of resources.
The application profile of the threshold classifier seems to contain a wide scope
of different types of applications and the threshold classifier does not seem to be
picking up a particularly consistent behavior in the application set.
• The threshold classifier would seem to suit networks where the policy would be
towards optimizing the packet forwarding and flow birthrate -factors. With rea-
sonable flow birthrate one would be able to forward a large amount of packets.
However, since the prioritized applications include applications of varying behav-
ior and nature, the threshold classifier would not be the optimal choice if user
satisfaction would be the goal of the network policy.
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Figure 4.15: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
dec2
• The threshold classifier supports only one rigid policy. This is true even if we
make the threshold limit dynamic and try to optimize router resources like in
the dynamic packet count classifier. The network manager may want to treat
traffic differently for applications that produce especially high amount of traffic or
particularly low amount of traffic or especially high or low amount of flows or a
small number of applications that are on the boundary. Therefore a ”non-linear”
solution would be more flexible and thus preferable. The threshold classifier is
linear in the sense that in the packet-flow –space the boundary in the threshold
classifier is always a straight line (cf. Figs. 4.14 and 4.19). A non-linear solution
would allow the boundary to be convex or concave, squiggly or even separate areas
from the packet-flow –space.
When observing the locations of the chosen applications in the packet-flow –space, we
notice that some of the more interesting and interactive applications tend to lie in the
high packet count - low flow count area. This raises a question on if it would be pos-
sible somehow to adapt to traffic profile changes by detecting the areas where different
application types lie. It would be particularly interesting to use samples of measurement
results to indicate areas in the packet-flow –space for different types of applications.
Although the classification methods presented in this chapter can optimize the network
element (router) performance in an efficient manner, it seems that the current implemen-
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Figure 4.16: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
dec3
tations of traffic classification schemes do not offer means to provide adequate content
performance. This is why we will seek to introduce a classification scheme that, in addi-
tion to adequate context performance, would also be able to offer a possibility to detect
applications and create policies that also offer the user improved content performance and
that this improved performance is directed to those applications that naturally are ex-
pected to perform well by the user (interactive and popular applications such as WWW,
Telnet, X-win, ftp, etc.). The application lists that are chosen based on the measure-
ments should reflect the changes in the traffic profile and in the behavior of individual
applications. The primary interest should be on the quality of the application profile,
although we should control and measure the use of resources also. Taking into account
the scalability issues, the classification scheme should also be of use in an aggregated
traffic environment where individual traffic flows might be grouped together. All in all,
the policy used in the network should always be a combination of a dynamic and a static
component. The latter would contain network control traffic (name services etc.) and
other applications hand picked by the network manager to a certain class, whereas the
former would be formed with the aid of classification methods that are able to detect
different types of applications from the network traffic mix.
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Figure 4.17: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
ebb900
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we gave a general overview of different, previously introduced, methods
of traffic classification. The performance analysis of a traffic classification scheme is
done by observing the effect that this scheme would have on the forwarding components
of the network and the effect on the user. Starting from the next chapter this work
will concentrate on developing a new classification method based on analysis of traffic
measurements.
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Figure 4.18: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
ebb115
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Figure 4.19: Locations of the priority applications using the threshold classifier /
ebb130
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Table 4.17: A selection of priority applications picked out with the threshold clas-
sifier - ebb-traces
Applications in different networks with 2% list threshold
ebb900 0/udp, 1/udp, 119/tcp, 82/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 513/tcp,
600/tcp, 601/tcp, 602/tcp, 801/udp, 1019/tcp, total of 184 appli-
cations
ebb115 0/udp, 20/tcp, 68/udp, 119/tcp, 25/tcp, 515/tcp, 52/udp, 33/udp,
22/tcp, 23/tcp, total of 172 applications.
ebb130 20/tcp, 23/tcp, 33/udp, 68/udp, 79/tcp, 22/tcp, 119/tcp, 139/tcp,
, total of 154 applications.
Applications in different networks with 10% list threshold
ebb900 0/udp, 1/udp, 2/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 52/udp, 53/tcp,
68/udp, 73/udp, 79/tcp, 82/udp, 119/tcp, 130/udp, 139/tcp,
213/udp, 231/udp, 250/udp
513/tcp, 600/tcp, 601/tcp, 602/tcp, 801/udp, 897/tcp, 995/tcp,
998/tcp, 1008/tcp, 1015/tcp, 1019/tcp, 1020/tcp, 1021/tcp,
1022/tcp, 1023/tcp (Total of 921 applications)
ebb115 0/udp, 20/tcp, 21/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 25/tcp, 33/udp, 52/udp,
53/tcp, 68/udp, 79/tcp, 119/tcp, 139/tcp, 213/udp, 389/tcp,
513/tcp, 515/tcp, 600/tcp
719/udp, 794/tcp, 796/tcp, 973/udp, 988/tcp, 1019/tcp, 1021/tcp,
1022/tcp, 1023/tcp (Total of 861 applications)
ebb130 0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 33/udp, 52/udp, 53/tcp, 57/udp,
68/udp, 79/tcp, 119/tcp, 139/tcp, 213/udp, 513/tcp, 520/udp,
618/udp, 708/udp, 801/udp
901/udp, 1004/tcp, 1007/tcp, 1010/tcp, 1015/tcp, 1017/tcp,
1019/tcp, 1020/tcp, 1021/tcp, 1022/tcp, 1023/tcp (Total of 768
applications)
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Chapter 5
The 2-class classification based on
flow analysis and the LVQ
algorithm
An extension to the static application list based classification scheme would be a solution
where the list of prioritized applications is updated regularly [9]. These updates are
based on the traffic characteristics measured from the network traffic. The basic idea
in a traffic measurement based classifier is to measure some property or properties of
the network traffic as a background, non-real-time process, and then set the criteria for
packet classification, classification rules, according to the traffic statistics. For instance,
we could measure an application that sends a large number of packets with short and
regular spacing between packets, and classify such an application to be of a streaming
kind.
In Chapter 3 we discussed how the flow count gives an indication how bursty and frag-
mented the sending of the packets by the application is. In this chapter we will first
validate our discussion in Chapter 3 by observing the packet and flow counts of different
applications. We will advance to examine how to apply the LVQ algorithm to the results
of flow analysis in a traffic classifier that divides traffic to two classes. We then observe
the content and context performance of such a classifier implemented in the simulation
environment.
5.1 Flow and packet counts
At this point we introduce a new trace where the application types are more varied. The
trace properties are shown in Table 5.1.
We start by performing flow analysis (cf. to Table 3.2) observing the amount of flows
and packets by a selected set of applications compared to the total number of flows
and packets. The applications are chosen so that they include some of the familiar
applications like the usenet news (nntp, port 119), telnet (port 23), ssh (port 22) and
www (http, port 80). In addition we also look at the protocols used for mail delivery
(smtp at port 25 and imap at port 143). We have also included some network control
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Table 5.1: Properties of the tct-trace
Trace information
Name Location Length Nr of pack-
ets
tct-heina-
1999 (tct)
Access point of the Labora-
tory of Telecommunications
Technology in Helsinki Uni-
versity of Technology
2998656 s (ap-
proximately 34
days and 17 hrs)
14853713
traffic like the domain name service (dns, port 53) and NETBIOS name service (port
137). Moreover, in the tct-trace we are observing the behavior of the flow count in an
IP phone application (Vocaltech, port 22555) and a real-audio stream (port 5900). The
complete list of selected applications is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: The selected application set for the application characterization
Application set SSAC
Port number and
protocol(Sport)/(Proto)
Application descriptiona
20/tcp ftp default data
22/tcp SSH remote login
23/tcp Telnet
25/tcp Simple Mail Transfer
53/udp DNS, name service
79/udp Finger
80/tcp WWW-protocol, HTTP
119/tcp Network News protocol, NNTP
123/tcp Network time protocol
137/udp NETBIOS name service
143/udp Internet Message Access Protocol
513/udp who, maintains databases showing who’s logged
in to machines on a local net and the load av-
erage of the machine
801/udp device
871/tcp unassigned
5900/tcp unassigned, used for RealAudio
22555/udp Vocaltec Internet Phone
aAs in http://www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers
Packet count values in Figures 5.1 to 5.5 show the packet count of the packets belonging
to the selected applications as compared to all the packets in the trace. Flow count
values in Figures 5.1 to 5.5 show the flow count of the applications compared to all the
flows in the trace.
We can see, looking at the packet and flow shares, that individual applications have
distinct features. For instance, the dns-service seems to always create significantly more
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Packet and flow shares (dec1)
0,00 %
10,00 %
20,00 %
30,00 %
40,00 %
50,00 %
60,00 %
pkts 6,88 % 0,18 % 3,96 % 18,64 % 3,97 % 13,40 % 0,98 % 0,03 % 0,02 % 0,05 % 0,00 %
flws 1,01 % 0,18 % 3,52 % 55,62 % 2,38 % 0,93 % 15,74 % 0,08 % 0,33 % 0,32 % 0,02 %
20/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp 871/tcp
(a) dec1
Packet and flow shares (dec2)
0,00 %
5,00 %
10,00 %
15,00 %
20,00 %
25,00 %
30,00 %
35,00 %
40,00 %
45,00 %
50,00 %
pkts 10,45 % 0,12 % 1,81 % 12,22 % 4,26 % 11,11 % 0,81 % 0,04 % 0,02 % 0,01 % 0,00 %
flws 2,27 % 0,23 % 2,34 % 47,61 % 3,90 % 0,94 % 15,85 % 0,11 % 0,34 % 0,08 % 0,03 %
20/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp 871/tcp
(b) dec2
Figure 5.1: Packet and flow shares in dec1 and dec2 (darker/red for the flows,
grey/blue for the packets)
flows per packet than any other application. Dns also seems to be the dominant ap-
plication, except in the tct-trace, but this is expected since many applications use the
dns-service. The applications with direct user interaction, such as telnet, ssh and usenet
news (ports 23, 22, and 119) create very few flows per number of packets, but, if observed
together as a group, create most of the packets. The www-service behaves ambiguously.
In dec-traces the www-service has not yet made its breakthrough and its share of packets
and flows is on the minority. In ebb-traces and in the tct-trace the www-service creates
the majority of packets, being second only to the news-service in ebb115. As the share
of packets has increased so has the flow count. In ebb-traces and in the tct-trace the
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Packet and flow shares (dec3)
0,00 %
5,00 %
10,00 %
15,00 %
20,00 %
25,00 %
30,00 %
35,00 %
40,00 %
45,00 %
50,00 %
pkts 9,17 % 0,37 % 2,26 % 16,02 % 0,00 % 8,47 % 7,81 % 0,70 % 0,03 % 0,01 % 0,13 % 0,00 %
flws 0,97 % 0,18 % 2,32 % 42,96 % 0,01 % 3,70 % 0,47 % 7,74 % 0,05 % 0,16 % 0,04 % 0,02 %
20/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 79/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp 871/tcp
Figure 5.2: Packet and flow shares in de3 (darker/red for the flows, grey/blue for
the packets)
www-service is responsible for creating a significant portion of the flow count; a phe-
nomenon reported also in [19, 72]. This is somewhat expected based on the application
behavior: Relatively short documents or parts thereof, possibly also from various www-
servers, are sent with the TCP-protocol leading to a situation where the data transfers
are happening in the ’slow start’ -phase of the TCP connection. The use of later versions
of HTTP-protocol and its pipelining and persistent connections features may help to use
the TCP–protocol more optimally and reduce the flow count [73].
5.1.1 Conclusions for traffic classification
Distinguishing applications based solely on the flow or packet count alone is not straight-
forward and is subject to misclassifications. The packet streams of large quantity are
often created by short requests from the user. The high count of packets indicates the
amount of data that a user has to send. The low flow count, on the other hand, suggests
an application that sends its packets on a relatively high rate (lots of packets spaced
within the flow timeout value) for a long time. Using the flow count to observe the
burstiness and packet count to observe for application presence in the network, traffic
could be separated into four classes with relative ease.
For the number of traffic categories it is stated in [74] that the Internet today carries
three basic categories of traffic, and any QoS environment must recognize and adjust
itself to these three basic categories. The categories are:
1. The long held adaptive reliable traffic flows, typically including the long held TCP
traffic flows.
2. The short duration reliable transactions, where the lifetime of the traffic flow is that
short that the flow sits completely within the startup phase of the TCP adaptive
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Packet and flow shares (ebb900)
0,00 %
2,00 %
4,00 %
6,00 %
8,00 %
10,00 %
12,00 %
14,00 %
pkts 0,12 % 1,60 % 1,46 % 0,22 % 4,25 % 5,62 % 0,95 % 0,05 % 0,13 % 0,00 % 5,53 %
flws 0,12 % 0,80 % 0,71 % 0,58 % 10,27 % 11,58 % 0,21 % 0,68 % 1,16 % 0,03 % 3,97 %
20/tcp 22/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp
(a) ebb900
Packet and flow shares (ebb115)
0,00 %
2,00 %
4,00 %
6,00 %
8,00 %
10,00 %
12,00 %
14,00 %
16,00 %
pkts 3,40 % 2,55 % 1,19 % 6,16 % 0,81 % 6,06 % 13,54 % 0,05 % 0,14 % 0,00 % 1,63 %
flws 0,07 % 0,93 % 0,72 % 0,63 % 11,53 % 11,99 % 0,68 % 0,69 % 1,01 % 0,03 % 3,23 %
20/tcp 22/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp
(b) ebb115
Figure 5.3: Packet and flow shares in ebb900 and ebb115 (darker/red for the flows,
grey/blue for the packets)
flow control protocol.
3. The externally controlled unidirectional traffic flows, which are typically a result
of compression of a real time audio or video data.
Furthermore in [75], it is stated that the traffic should be divided into connection-oriented
and connectionless applications and it is stated that these two types of applications is a
necessity for future networks.
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Packet and flow shares (ebb130)
0,00 %
5,00 %
10,00 %
15,00 %
20,00 %
25,00 %
pkts 5,96 % 7,33 % 1,66 % 0,19 % 0,66 % 5,87 % 0,49 % 0,04 % 0,10 % 0,00 % 2,03 %
flws 0,53 % 1,65 % 0,86 % 0,70 % 13,05 % 19,55 % 0,19 % 0,97 % 1,35 % 0,04 % 1,44 %
20/tcp 22/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 513/udp 801/udp
Figure 5.4: Packet and flow shares in ebb130 (darker/red for the flows, grey/blue
for the packets)
Packet and flow shares (tct)
0,00 %
5,00 %
10,00 %
15,00 %
20,00 %
25,00 %
30,00 %
35,00 %
pkts 0,62 % 21,75 % 0,27 % 0,40 % 0,78 % 22,84 % 14,25 % 0,29 % 0,00 % 0,04 % 3,34 % 1,25 %
flws 0,06 % 4,76 % 0,16 % 0,32 % 2,27 % 28,82 % 0,31 % 3,53 % 0,00 % 0,01 % 0,02 % 0,01 %
20/tcp 22/tcp 23/tcp 25/tcp 53/udp 80/tcp 119/tcp 123/udp 137/udp 143/tcp 5900/tcp 22555/udp
Figure 5.5: Packet and flow shares in tct-trace (darker/red for the flows, grey/blue
for the packets)
In this work, for classifying traffic into two classes, we use the following class properties
as detailed in Table 5.3 and aim to realize policy rules where applications with high
presence and long bursts are given priority over other traffic types. This means that we
aim to combine the long held traffic flows and the externally controlled traffic flows into
one class and the short duration transaction traffic to another.
For every application we will measure the relative flow and packet counts and place the
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Table 5.3: Traffic classes for 2-class classification
Service class properties for the 2-class LVQ classifier
Class nr Intended Class properties
Class 0 Low priority traffic, the rest of the applications
Class 1 Priority traffic, applications that have high and smooth
presence.
results in the packet-flow –space as shown in Figure 3.2. The problem after this lies in
determining the areas and area boundaries of different traffic types in the packet-flow
–space.
5.1.2 Overview of the proposed solution
Our aim is to develop a classifier that works off-line and that is given a few classified
examples on how to classify application flows based on packet and flow information. Since
the amount of applications in the network, according to the IP application definition
earlier, might be quite high, we look for a method to reduce the workload of classifying
a large number of data samples in the packet-flow –space. Therefore, we need a method
that is able to classify individual data vectors to a proper class with the aid of a relatively
small set of pre-classified data vectors. In the following, we will design an off-line type
of traffic classification method, where the packets and flows per application -relations
are observed, and based on pre-classified examples the classifier detects applications of
similar packet/flow -characteristics. The classifier will be built based on the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithm [5].
Figure 5.6 shows how the application of LVQ is done. We start by collecting a packet
trace and subjecting it to flow analysis. Then the packet and flow count (as defined in
Chapter 3) results are input to the LVQ algorithm together with the teaching samples
to produce the classification results. The classified application list is then input to flow
classification (resembling an IP router performing packet classification) and the context
performance and the content evaluation (as defined in Chapter 3) are then performed
and the results are analyzed.
5.2 Learning Vector Quantization
So far, in Chapter 4, we have used the traffic measurements to determine the packet and
flow counts per application. This has left us with, depending on the network characteris-
tics, approximately 5000 to over 10000 data vectors containing the application identifier
a, normalized packet count for the application according to (3.9) and normalized flow
count for the application according to (3.10). To determine the appropriate classification
decision for a new measurement result would require to classify all existing data vectors
and then classify the unknown vector with k–nearest–neighbor (kNN) classification.
The kNN methods for classification have provided good performance on a variety of real-
life data sets and often perform better than more complicated approaches. Two possible
reasons are stated in [76]:
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Figure 5.6: The process chart for the application and analysis in traffic classification
with LVQ algorithm
1. Practical problems often have a low intrinsic dimensionality even though they may
have many input variables. If some of the input variables are interdependent, the
data lie on lower-dimensional manifold within the input space and this effectively
reduces the dimensionality of the problem.
2. Accurate estimates of conditional probabilities are unnecessary for accurate classifi-
cation. In some sense, the problem of classification is easier than that of regression,
so the result of dimensionality is less severe.
For problems with many data samples, classifying a particular input vector using (kNN)
methods poses, however, a large computational burden, since it requires storing and
comparing all the samples. One way to reduce this burden is to represent the large
dataset by a smaller number of prototype vectors. This approach requires a procedure
for choosing these prototype vectors so that they provide high classification accuracy.
The solution provided by Kohonen in [5] is to use learning vector quantization (LVQ)
methods to determine initial locations of prototype vectors, then assign class labels to
these prototypes, and then adjust the locations using a heuristic strategy that tends to
reduce the empirical misclassification risk [76].
The purpose of the LVQ algorithm is to define class regions in the input data space and it
is therefore meant to be a method for statistical classification or recognition. To this end,
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a subset of similarly labelled codebook vectors are placed into each class region. If the
class distributions of the input samples would overlap at the class borders the codebook
vectors of each class can be placed in and shown to stay within each class region for all
times.
In the LVQ algorithms, vector quantization is not used to approximate the density func-
tions of the class samples, but to directly define the class borders according to the
nearest–neighbor rule. The accuracy of the classification and the time needed for learn-
ing using LVQ algorithms depends on
• an optimal (or near–optimal) number of codebook vectors assigned to each class
and their initial values and
• proper learning rate and proper criterion for the stopping of learning.
Because of unknown forms of the class distributions, the final placement of the codebook
vectors is unknown until at the end of the learning, their optimal numbers cannot be
determined before that. Therefore, the assignment of codebook vectors to classes must
be done gradually, or iteratively [5].
The LVQ algorithm belongs to the class of algorithms that use supervised learning.
This means that the LVQ algorithm, by definition, needs pre-classified samples to func-
tion. One immediately asks whether there would be any unsupervised methods to aid
in the classification process. Using one of the unsupervised methods, for example Self-
Organizing Maps[5], we would be able to extract from the input samples groups or clus-
ters of spatial neighbors. Clustering algorithms strongly rely on the natural grouping of
the data and the proper initialization of the algorithm. Therefore, using unsupervised
algorithms to support classification might easily lead to a situation where the number
of classes would be either too high or too low, or the class boundaries would cross over
different types of application classes. Consequently, although admittedly giving in our
requirement for as automatic detection of traffic classes as possible, we have chosen to
use an algorithm that needs supervision and pre-classified samples. This has given us
the freedom to choose and limit the number of traffic classes appropriately. However,
it should be noted that the unsupervised clustering algorithms might be used to find
proper teaching samples for the supervised classification method. This is, however, left
for future research.
5.2.1 Constructing the teaching set
The construction of the teaching set is the most important step to be taken when applying
the LVQ algorithm to traffic classification. The teaching set largely determines the type
of applications that are picked up to each class and indicates the network policy. Also,
according to [25, 77], it is advantageous to divide the traffic according to its behavior
and, therefore, we should pick the teaching samples so that they represent the different
application behavior types found in the network. Therefore, the examples picked should
represent the desired class behavior in the best possible way and our aim is to pick a
selection of applications that have typical characteristics for certain application types
as suggested in Table 5.3. Consequently, picking the teaching vectors is dictated by
the policy that is carried out in the network and, therefore, teaching vectors should be
selected carefully.
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The teaching sample, x, has five parameters,
x =< Proto, Sport, Cnorm(a), Fnorm(a), c > (5.1)
of which Cnorm(a) and Fnorm(a) are used in the LVQ algorithm and the application
identifier and traffic class identifier are used for labelling in the classification process.
The individual teaching vectors may be combined to a set of teaching vectors X. We
note, that the individual teaching samples indicate a neighbourhood where all other
applications will be classified according to the sample. This makes it possible to choose
various areas from the packet-flow –space for classification and thus better take into
consideration the application characteristics as they present themselves in the packet-
flow –space. Thus the division of applications into different classes is not linear as is the
case with the list classifier presented in Chapter 4.
The application identifiers for teaching vectors for prioritized and default traffic are
shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Application sets used to teach the LVQ classifiers
Pre-classified teaching samples, X
Network Classification Application list, Sport
dec1 Prioritized, Xc=1 20/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp
Default, Xc=0 53/udp, 123/udp, 513/udp, 801/udp,
871/tcp
dec2 Prioritized, Xc=1 20/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp 119/tcp
Default, Xc=0 53/udp, 123/udp, 513/udp, 801/udp,
871/tcp
dec3 Prioritized, Xc=1 20/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp, 513/tcp
Default, Xc=0 53/udp, 79/udp, 513/udp, 540/udp
ebb900 Prioritized, Xc=1 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp
Default, Xc=0 53/udp, 123/udp, 137/udp, 513/udp
ebb115 Prioritized, Xc=1 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp, 515/tcp
Default, Xc=0 37/udp 53/udp, 123/udp, 513/udp
ebb130 Prioritized, Xc=1 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp
Default, Xc=0 53/udp, 123/udp, 134/udp, 137/udp,
513/udp
We limit the selection of the teaching set to applications using port–numbers in the
well-known port number area or other port numbers for well-established applications.
For the classification process, we need to select applications for both priority and default
treatment and we aim to pick out as even number as possible of prioritized and default
application samples. The aim is to create policy rules that place a lot of packets on few
flows. The idea is to have a relatively few flows to carry the majority of all packets.
Therefore, the teaching vectors should be chosen from the high and smooth presence
applications. It should be noted that this choice on policy rule type is arbitrary, presents
just one option and may be modified according to the needs of the network operator.
The applications used for teaching the classifier are the best examples that we were able
to determine without surrendering to too much guessing. For instance, the lack of any
hard-interactive traffic in all of the traffic traces (e.g., 2-way Voice over IP) prevents us
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from using these applications as teaching samples. Also, in the priority set, there are
many applications that behave differently when compared with each other. We see in
Table 5.4 that the applications that are used as teaching samples for the priority traffic
class can be argued to be relatively interactive applications (telnet, www). On the other
hand, applications used as examples for default traffic are more network control oriented.
Consequently, if this kind of classification is applied in real networks, the decision to
prioritize should accompany a suitable allocation of resources or an indication of proper
service class. Furthermore, although the teaching vectors indicate that network control
traffic should be treated as default traffic, it should be obvious that the classification
procedure should not slow or stop the network from functioning because network control
traffic is not prioritized.
Placing of the teaching samples in the packet-flow –space with x(Cnorm(a), Fnorm(a)) on
the logarithmic scale is shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.10.
We can see from Figures 5.7 to 5.10 that the applications classified to higher priority
seem to reside more in the high packet - low flow part of the packet-flow –space. As
the number of flows of an application increases, the more likely the application is going
to receive default classification and treatment. Figures 5.7 to 5.10 show that the policy
rules we are creating aim to put applications with high and smooth presence to higher
priority than other applications. We also note at this point, that in Figure 5.8 the dec3-
trace seems to have one outlier in the prioritized teaching vectors. This vector is placed
relatively low in the packet-dimension and has also low flow count.
5.2.2 Codebook size
A codebook vector is a representative for several data vectors. As the codebook vector
is taught it is given the class assignment according to the classifier construction process.
Subsequently all of the data vectors are classified against the codebook vectors, not
the pre-classified teaching vectors or other classified data vectors. The number of the
codebook vectors projecting the pre-classified data needs to be big enough so that an
adequate amount of vectors are placed on each clustering of applications in the packet-
flow –space (refer to Figure 3.2). The amount of codebook vectors tells us to how
many points in the decision space the teaching vectors are mapped. In addition, the
number of codebook vectors should be large enough to present all the local packets/flow
-clusters [5, 76]. In this work, the number of codebook vectors is set to 400.
5.3 Classifier construction
We choose to apply the OLVQ1 algorithm to the problem of traffic classification since it
provides an individual learning rate for each codebook vector and because it is recom-
mended as the initial LVQ-algorithm in [5]. The algorithm itself is extensively explained
and clarified in [5], so only the necessary details and the actual application to traffic
classification are offered here.
As we apply the LVQ algorithm to the flow classification problem we use the basic
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Figure 5.7: Teaching sets X in the log-scale for the LVQ classifier / dec1 and dec2
program package1 explained in [78]. The process of applying the LVQ classifier to the
flow classification problem is shown in Figure 5.11.
1Available via WWW from http://www.cis.hut.fi/nnrc/lvq pak/
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Figure 5.8: Teaching sets X in the log-scale for the LVQ classifier / dec3
1. We first measure traffic and perform the flow analysis in the network. After the
measurement phase we have a list of all the applications seen in the network to-
gether with the total amount of packets and flows measured for these applications.
We then normalize the results to the total number of packets and to the total
number of flows seen in the trace. This way we make the resulting classifier less
dependent on the absolute amount of packets and flows and thus more generally
applicable.
2. A set of teaching vectors, X, is then constructed. We form a training data set of
individual training samples, x, possessing clear qualifications for either prioritiza-
tion, xc=1, or default handling, xc=0. Since the LVQ algorithm defines the borders
of the packets to flows distributions special care has to be taken to select enough
training data from the borderline of the two traffic types.
3. We then proceed to the initialization phase. We determine the initial codebook
vectors, v ∈ V, which have to be within the borders of corresponding classes by
using the teaching vectors. This is done by using k-nearest-neighbor–classification
where k = 5. At this stage we also determine the number of codebook vectors and
distribute them evenly between the two classes. The OLVQ1 algorithm is then
used to optimize the placing of the codebook vectors:
vi[j + 1] = vi[j] + α[j](x[j]− vi[j])
if x and vi belong to the same class,
vi[j + 1] = vi[j]− α[j](x[j]− vi[j]) (5.2)
if x and vi belong to different classes,
vk[j + 1] = vk[j] for i 6= k.
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Figure 5.9: Teaching sets X in the log-scale for the LVQ classifier / ebb900 and
ebb115
We use αi[j] for every codebook vector, instead of a global α[j], and then de-
termine recursively the near optimal values of αi[j] for each codebook vector, vi,
individually:
αi[j] =
αi[j − 1]
1 + s[j]αi[j − 1] (5.3)
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Figure 5.11: The construction of the LVQ classifier
where s[j] = +1 if the classification is correct (i.e., if the class of the codebook
vector is the same with the teaching vector), and s[j] = −1 if the classification is
incorrect. Here 0 < α[t], αi[t] < 1, and α[t] or αi[t] may be constant or decrease
monotonically with time. Several enhancements and modifications exist to the
LVQ–algorithm [5, 78] but the algorithm presented above is used in this work.
A codebook vector, vi, represents a reference point of the application behavior in
the packet-flow –space. The actual learning process is then:
vi[j + 1] = (1− s[j]αi[j])vi[j] + s[j]αi[j]x[j] (5.4)
The final codebook vectors, vi, are trained using (5.4) together with the training
vectors.
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4. After initializing the codebook vectors we balance the amount of entries in any
of the classes. This is done by adding and deleting entries according to average
distances. Then one learning cycle of optimized-learning-rate LVQ (OLVQ1) is
applied to the codebook vectors. In this work, the balancing is done two times for
each set of codebook vectors.
5. It is suggested in [5] that the number of learning steps should be set to about 30
to 50 times the total number of codebook vectors. In this work the final codebook
vectors are trained for 40 times the number of codebook vectors assigned to the
classifier using (5.4) and the training vectors.
6. When the codebook vectors have been determined we can classify all of the appli-
cation vectors of unknown class letting the unclassified vector be y and defining
the c for vc to be the nearest codebook vector vi to unclassified y as:
c = arg min
i
{‖y − vi‖} (5.5)
The pseudo code implementation of the traffic classification process using the LVQ al-
gorithm is shown in Table 5.5. The flow classification and flow analysis processes are
identical to those in Table 3.3 and 3.2 and therefore only the traffic classification steps
are shown in Table 5.5. The whole process starts with the initialization of the codebook
Table 5.5: Pseudo code of traffic classification for 2-class LVQ classifier
process Traffic Classification
Input X, PT;
Init V;
knn-classify V with X;
Optimize placement of V;
vi[j + 1] = [1− s[j]αi[j]]vi[j] + s[j]αi[j]x[j];
Flow Analysis(PT);
Return {(a, Fnorm(a), Cnorm(a))};
Classify measurements;
Return S;
end Traffic Classification;
vectors V using the teaching samples X. After optimizing the codebook vector placement,
we do the flow analysis obtaining the relative packet and flow counts for each existing
application a. The flow analysis results are then classified and these classification results
determine the rule set S. The context analysis follows using the flow classification routine
outlined in Table 3.3.
5.4 Performance results of the LVQ classifier
In this section, we first observe the behavior of the 2-class LVQ classifier as seen from the
network side. We then proceed to look at the selection of applications that the 2-class
LVQ classifier picks up for prioritization.
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5.4.1 Test environment for the simulation
The simulation methodology for the performance evaluation is as follows:
1. First we perform the flow analysis gathering the information on flows and packets
on an application by running the issim -simulator [30]. We use 60 second flow
timeouts for the flows defined by the 5-tuple (Saddr, Daddr, Proto, Sport, Dport).
The output consists of application and protocol identifiers with packet and flow
count observed for this application.
2. With the application list (and related statistics) we form the teaching vectors
manually.
3. We teach the classifier with the teaching samples and optimize the codebook vector
placement according eq. 5.4. As output we get the codebook vectors that act as
the actual classifier.
4. We then use the classifier to classify the measurement results to proper classes and
obtain the network application profile. At this stage, we may perform the content
performance analysis based on the application list.
5. Finally we use the network application profile to the traffic trace and observe the
context performance in the test environment.
Finally, there exists an unrealistic aspect, however, in the test environment and method-
ology. When the resulting network application profile is determined and applied to a
trace that we have just used for determining the network application profile, we obtain
results that may be too positive, especially regarding the context performance. In real
networks, we are unable to determine the network application profile beforehand. We
present, however, results based on the assumption that we would have known the network
application profile in advance. To compensate, we use the network application profiles
from selected traces from the two network environments as the network application pro-
files for the rest of the traces. On these occasions we see an indication how the 2-class
LVQ classifier would perform in a more realistic setting.
5.4.2 Context analysis of the 2-class LVQ classifier
In Table 5.6 we show the context performance results of our 2-class LVQ classifier in
different networks with different application profiles. The results have been obtained by
using a classifier constructed of the teaching samples from the network in question. After
using the classifiers to classify the trace, we have obtained a suggested application profile
that has then been used to determine the performance statistics. We also observe, in the
second part of Table 5.6, the possibility for general applicability of a classifier as it is
used in the same network environment but with different trace. In the dec-traces we have
used the classifier constructed for the dec1-trace for all other dec-traces. The classifier
constructed for the ebb900-trace has been used to classify the other ebb-traces. Looking
at the results we see that the dec3-trace, when taught with dec3-teaching vectors, has
double the flow birthrate than other dec-networks. The application factor is also very
high compared to other traces. Both the outlier in the dec3-teaching vectors and the
nature of the traffic in the dec3-network are the most probable cause for this. It seems
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Table 5.6: Basic context performance analysis of the LVQ classifier
Performance statistics of the LVQ classifier
with own application profile
Classified
network
Flow birthrate
factor, BLV Q
Flow space
factor, SLV Q
Packet clas-
sification
factor, CLV Q
Application
factor,
ALV Q
dec1 23,3% at 3536s 23,7% 66,5% 0,74%
dec2 24,3% at 3564s 30,8% 70,4% 0,49%
dec3 48,6% at 3539s 47,5% 73,8% 10,23%
ebb900 52,3% at 3571s 78,9% 84,2% 0,41%
ebb115 47,4% at 3576s 75,5% 90,4% 0,54%
ebb130 64,0% at 3589s 45,3% 90,9% 0,75%
Performance statistics of the LVQ classifier
with preseta classifier
Classified
network
Flow birthrate
factor, BLV Q
Flow space
factor, SLV Q
Packet clas-
sification
factor, CLV Q
Application
factor,
ALV Q
dec2 33,0% at 3592s 37,6% 87,4% 0,71%
dec3 63,1% at 3570s 57,5% 89,3% 0,59%
ebb115 26,4% at 3664s 37,1% 30,0% 0,43%
ebb130 21,6% at 3571s 16,6% 37,6% 0,41%
adec2 and dec3 classified with dec1-classifier, and ebb115 and ebb130 classified with ebb900-
classifier.
that the dec3-network is much more active than the other dec-networks. This statement
is backed up by looking at the reference point results in Table 4.4 where the flow birthrate
factor is higher than in other networks.
The use of flow space is quite high but seems to depend up on the network and traffic
characteristics. The packet classification factor is also quite high, except for the cases in
ebb115 and ebb130 when the classifier is taught with ebb900. It should be noted that
the high packet classification factors are obtained with the very minimum amount of
applications, less than one percent in all cases except the aforementioned dec3.
In Figures 5.12 to 5.15 we show all the performance data in the quadrilateral model
for each network in the three previous cases. Figures 5.12 to 5.15 show that the LVQ-
classifiers perform in equal manners in the same network environment. The greatest
variations seem to be with the packet classification factor.
Summarizing Figures 5.12 to 5.15 we see that in all of the network environments our
2-class LVQ classifier is able to segregate a small set of applications (less than 1%)
that still carry a substantial amount of packets, starting from classifying over 30% of
all packets to the priority and rising to classify as high as over 90% of all packets to
priority class. The dec3-performance with its own classifier should be regarded as a
special case when the choice of teaching vectors combined with slightly more active
traffic behavior, has influenced the classifier performance and resulted in approximately
10% of the applications to be classified and causing two times higher flow birthrate factor
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Figure 5.12: Performance of the 2 class LVQ classifier / dec1 and dec2
and one and a half times higher use of flow space than with other dec-traces.
It seems that the LVQ -classifier produces reasonable performance figures in a particular
network environment provided that the teaching vectors have been carefully selected.
In conclusion, the observation of our basic 2-class LVQ classifier indicates that the use
of the 2-class LVQ classifier is justifiable and does not result in excessive added perfor-
mance requirements although the 2-class LVQ classifier might not be the best choice for
optimizing context performance.
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Figure 5.13: Performance of the 2 class LVQ classifier / dec3
5.4.3 Content analysis of the 2-class LVQ-classifier
The content analysis statistics are shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. Looking at the coefficient
of variation we can see that in all traces, except dec3 with its own codebook as classifier,
the Class 1 coefficient of variation differs in the order an magnitude from that of the
Class 0. The results seen for Class 1 resemble the results of the priority class with static
application classifier and the threshold classifier with 2% threshold.
In dec3, the sloppy choosing of teaching vectors results in a behavior similar to that
of the threshold classifier with 10% threshold. However, when dec3 is classified with
dec1-codebook the content analysis statistics change back to the level found in other
LVQ-classified cases.
The locations of the priority applications in the dec-traces in the packet-flow –space are
shown in Figures 5.16 to 5.18. We can see that the priority applications are located
in the high relative packet share area. When comparing the average class locations
and standard deviation based application range, we can see that Class 1 is much more
restricted in behavior to the point that the range vectors for Class 1 are hardly visible in
Figures 5.16 to 5.18. These observations on the Class 1 applications are in accordance
with the locations of the teaching vectors for these traces.
An interesting phenomenon may be observed when looking at dec3-trace in Figure 5.18.
When classified with its own codebook, Class 1 area is not a continuous one, but com-
prised of two areas. Although, when observing the content statistics, it seems that in
this case this type of behavior is a result of poor choice of teaching samples, it indicates
that the 2–class LVQ–classifier has the capability to choose very complex sets of classified
applications. The key factor in achieving this is to choose the teaching vectors carefully.
The locations of the priority applications in the ebb-traces in the packet-flow –space are
shown in Figures 5.19 to 5.21. We can see that the priority applications share a similar
behavior to those found in dec-traces. Class 1 behavior is restricted to the high relative
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Figure 5.14: Performance of the 2 class LVQ classifier / ebb900 and ebb115
packet share section of packet-flow –space. Also with the ebb-traces the range vectors
for Class 1 are hardly visible in Figures 5.19 to 5.21.
Table 5.9 shows some of the applications (well-known port number area and some se-
lected samples in the rest of the port number area) in the dec-traces that the 2-class
LVQ-classifier has classified to a higher priority. Table 5.9 shows that although different
classifiers result in slightly different network application profiles, the core applications
are quite the same within a network environment during a relatively short time period.
Outside the teaching samples (refer to Table 5.4) we note that electronic mail -services
(port 25/tcp) and some telnet -like services (port 514/tcp) are assigned priority classifica-
tion and most notably and consistently the alternative www-application (port 8080/tcp)
is prioritized in all of the traces. The dec3-trace results show that with the combination
of slightly careless selection of teaching vectors and unexpected network behavior, the
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Figure 5.15: Performance of the 2 class LVQ classifier / ebb130
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Figure 5.16: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / dec1
number of prioritized applications rises to a very high level making it difficult for the
network managers to pick out the final priority set.
Table 5.10 shows some of the applications (in the well-known port number area and some
selected samples in the rest of the port number area) that the 2-class LVQ-classifier has
given priority classification in the ebb-traces. Table 5.10 shows that a similar behavior
regarding the application diversity continues in the ebb-traces as it did with the dec-
traces. Different classifiers result in slightly different network application profiles but
the core of the priority classified applications is similar within a network environment.
Furthermore, this consistent behavior is apparent even when using a classifier constructed
based on previous measurements. Finally, as with the dec-traces, one must take note that
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Table 5.7: Content statistics for dec-traces with 2-class LVQ classification
Content statistics for dec-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
dec1 Class 1 pkt 1,0087% 0,1485% 0,0977% 13,3956% 2
dec1 Class 1 flw 0,2271% 0,042% 0,0012% 3,5157% 3
dec1 Class 0 pkt 0,0073% 0,1697% 0,00003% 18,6375% 29
dec1 Class 0 flw 0,0116% 0,5244% 0,0006% 55,5973% 57
dec2 Class 1 pkt 1,8470% 0,1576% 0,1165% 11,1124% 2
dec2 Class 1 flw 0,4479% 0,051% 0,0025% 3,8977% 2
dec2 Class 0 pkt 0,0070% 0,113002% 0,00003% 12,2226% 21
dec2 Class 0 flw 0,0118% 0,4557% 0,0006% 47,5911% 49
dec2 / dec1
cbka
Class 1 pkt 1,2889% 0,158645% 0,1165% 11,1124% 2
dec2 / dec1
cbk
Class 1 flw 0,3427% 0,055351% 0,00123% 3,8977% 3
dec2 / dec1
cbk
Class 0 pkt 0,00634% 0,11157% 0,00003% 12,2226% 22
dec2 / dec1
cbk
Class 0 flw 0,0115% 0,4552% 0,0006% 47,5911% 50
dec3 Class 1 pkt 0,0938% 0,1396% 0,01197% 9,1704% 6
dec3 Class 1 flw 0,0437% 0,0911% 0,000300% 7,7441% 9
dec3 Class 0 pkt 0,0034% 0,1457% 0,00002% 16,0185% 44
dec3 Class 0 flw 0,00623% 0,3898% 0,0003% 42,9367% 64
dec3 / dec1
cbk
Class 1 pkt 1,2363% 0,1392% 0,1090% 9,1704% 2
dec3 / dec1
cbk
Class 1 flw 0,5412% 0,083% 0,0018% 7,7441% 3
dec3 / dec1
cbk
Class 0 pkt 0,0048% 0,1460% 0,00002% 16,0185% 31
dec3 / dec1
cbk
Class 0 flw 0,00674% 0,3915% 0,0003% 42,9367% 58
acbk stands for codebook
although the application profile seems to be relatively stable the context performance
may still change. The applications prioritized in Table 5.10 are also as interactive as
possible among the applications existing in traces. Outside the teaching samples (refer
to Table 5.4) we note that in some cases the electronic mail -services (port 25) and
some ftp-service (port 20) are given priority and most notably and consistently in the
ebb-traces the Xwin-service (port 6000) is prioritized in all of the traces.
When comparing the core applications prioritized in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 we see a slight
change in the application profiles. The use of mail-services has expanded over several
ports (25,110). The need for secure data exchange in the network has resulted in appli-
cations like ssh and https (ports 22 and 443). The total amount of applications, however,
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Table 5.8: Content statistics for ebb-traces with 2-class LVQ classification
Content statistics for ebb-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
ebb900 Class 1 pkt 2,9840% 0,242% 0,4875% 18,1552% 1
ebb900 Class 1 flw 1,0144% 0,1347% 0,0231% 11,1828% 2
ebb900 Class 0 pkt 0,00277% 0,0470% 0,00009% 4,2458% 17
ebb900 Class 0 flw 0,0081% 0,1234% 0,0014% 10,2406% 15
ebb115 Class 1 pkt 2,4900% 0,2249% 0,2568% 13,5456% 1
ebb115 Class 1 flw 0,7678% 0,1224% 0,0044% 10,0193% 3
ebb115 Class 0 pkt 0,0024% 0,0147% 0,0001% 0,8127% 6
ebb115 Class 0 flw 0,0088% 0,1362% 0,0015% 11,5094% 16
ebb115 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 1 pkt 3,0873% 0,2247% 0,4885% 13,5456% 1
ebb115 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 1 flw 0,9499% 0,1224% 0,0044% 10,0193% 2
ebb115 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 0 pkt 0,0027% 0,0178% 0,0001% 0,8127% 7
ebb115 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 0 flw 0,0089% 0,1362% 0,0015% 11,5094% 16
ebb130 Class 1 pkt 2,4894% 0,257% 0,2552% 16,4349% 1
ebb130 Class 1 flw 0,6057% 0,128% 0,0074% 11,6482% 3
ebb130 Class 0 pkt 0,0023% 0,0122% 0,00008% 0,6585% 6
ebb130 Class 0 flw 0,0105% 0,157% 0,0019% 12,9275% 16
ebb130 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 1 pkt 3,2932% 0,257% 0,4878% 16,4349% 1
ebb130 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 1 flw 0,8177% 0,1279% 0,0074% 11,6482% 3
ebb130 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 0 pkt 0,0027% 0,016% 0,00008% 0,6585% 7
ebb130 /
ebb900 cbk
Class 0 flw 0,0105% 0,1573% 0,0019% 12,9275% 16
has remained relatively constant, between 7000 and 12000 applications seen in any of
the traces. Also the 2-class LVQ classifier detects quite a constant, and a low, amount
of priority applications, ranging from as low as 24 applications up to 651 applications.
Based on this, it would be safe to say that, although the number of applications used in
a network, or prioritized with a 2-class LVQ classifier, remains relatively constant, the
distribution and locations of these applications in the port-space varies. This variation
is significant and disregarding it, and using constant application sets, would result in
inconsistent network application profiles.
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Figure 5.17: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / dec2
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we observed the accumulated statistics of flows and packets on an appli-
cation and based the selection of the application profile on these statistics. The measure-
ments gather accumulated packets/flow per application data and with the application
oriented traffic classification scheme we try to differentiate the important applications
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Figure 5.18: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / dec3
from less important. We use the LVQ algorithm to determine the areas of important
traffic in the packet-flow –space. The importance of different applications is determined
by the choice of teaching vectors and, in this work, we concentrate on trying to find
applications that produce a lot of packets in few flows.
Figure 5.22 shows the method how the LVQ classifier is placed in a measurement based
traffic classification environment. Figure 5.22 also indicates the points of what we can
vary in the classifier construction process:
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Figure 5.19: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / ebb900
Table 5.9: Prioritized application profiles obtained with LVQ classifiers / dec-traces
Application lists
Classified
network
Individual network application
profile
Profile obtained using the preset
(dec1) classifier
dec1 20/tcpa, 21/tcp, 23/tcp,
25/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
520/udp, 540/tcp, 1307/udp,
8080/tcp (10 out of total 43
applications (4 udp, 39 tcp))
dec2 20/tcp, 21/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp,
119/tcp, 514/tcp, 520/udp,
8080/tcp (8 out of total 26
applications (4 udp 22 tcp)).
25/tcp (1 shown of 15 added
(1 udp 14 tcp)).
dec3 0/udp, 1/udp, 20/tcp, 21/tcp,
23/tcp, 25/udp, 25/tcp, 28/udp,
70/tcp, 80/udp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
123/udp, 137/udp, 513/tcp,
514/udp, 514/tcp, 6000/tcp,
6969/tcp, 8000/tcp, 8001/tcp,
8080/udp, 8080/tcp (23 out of
total 651 applications (45
udp 606 tcp)).
20/tcp, 21/tcp, 23/tcp, 25/tcp,
53/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
123/udp, 520/udp, 8080/tcp
(total of 34 (617 less) appli-
cations (12 udp 22 tcp).
aBoldfaced application identifiers indicate applications prioritized in all dec-traces.
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(b) ebb115 with ebb900 codebook
Figure 5.20: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / ebb115
• The definition of flow; the level of flow granularity.
• The LVQ parameters; number of codebook vectors, number of learning steps and
the learning rate.
• The process of constructing teaching vectors from the measurement results.
Results show that our 2-class LVQ classifier is successful in detecting applications from
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Figure 5.21: Locations of priority applications using the LVQ-classifier / ebb130
the network as instructed by the teaching vectors. We emphasize that this detection is
based on teaching samples and by using different kinds of teaching samples the resulting
network application profile could be notably altered. The selection of teaching samples is
based on the subjective value (in this work, the author’s) of particular applications. We
note that, albeit some of the applications have faded away and others taken their place
in the networks observed (dec and ebb), no substantial change in the overall behavior in
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Table 5.10: Prioritized application profiles obtained with LVQ classifiers / ebb-
traces
Application lists
Classified
network
Individual network application
profile
Profile obtained using the preset
(ebb900) classifier
ebb900 0/udpa, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
53/tcp, 79/tcp, 80/tcp,
119/tcp, 801/udp, 1021/tcp,
6000/tcp ( 10 out of total 25
applications (3 udp, 22 tcp))
ebb115 0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
25/tcp, 52/udp, 53/tcp, 79/tcp,
80/tcp, 119/tcp, 139/tcp,
515/tcp, 719/udp, 794/tcp,
796/tcp, 801/udp, 973/udp,
6000/tcp ( 18 out of total 32
applications (4 udp 28 tcp)).
0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
25/tcp, 53/tcp, 79/tcp, 80/tcp,
119/tcp, 139/tcp, 794/tcp,
796/tcp, 801/udp, 6000/tcp ( 18
out of total 25 applications
(2 udp 23 tcp).
ebb130 0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
53/tcp, 79/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
139/tcp, 801/udp, 6000/tcp ( 11
out of total 33 applications (2
udp, 31 tcp)).
0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
53/tcp, 79/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
801/udp, 6000/tcp ( 10 out of
total 24 applications (2 udp
22 tcp)).
aBoldfaced application identifiers indicate applications prioritized in all ebb-traces.
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Figure 5.22: LVQ classifier in a measurement based traffic classification environ-
ment
the packet-flow –space patterns has occurred. Therefore, each network seems to have its
own application profile that our 2-class LVQ classifiers, based on traffic pattern analysis,
seem to be quite able to extract.
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Within the measurements lies also the weak side of our 2-class LVQ classifier. The
application profile is determined via measurements and therefore portrays a picture of
the past. There is no guarantee that the port numbers determined by the classifier are
in active use, even in the near future. By keeping the time between measuring and
determining the classifier and the actual deployment of the classifier as short as possible,
we might be able to avoid some of the negative effects. Using the 2-class LVQ classifier,
or any predictive measurement based system, however, we risk the possibility of being
unable to foresee the future.
Looking at the context performance of the 2-class LVQ classifier and combining the
observations with those on the application lists we find that most of the time the 2-
class LVQ classifier is able to get the best of both worlds: Relatively controlled use
of resources is combined with a good effort on bringing a limited and contained set
of applications to priority. Other, previously introduced, classifiers like the threshold-
classifier and the packet count classifiers have not been able to do this. However, we note
that the reasonable use of resources is achieved with careful selection of the teaching
samples. We stated the goals of traffic classification in Table 5.3 aiming to combine the
long held traffic flows and the externally controlled traffic flows into one class and the
short duration transaction traffic to another. Cross-referencing to Tables 5.9 and 5.10 we
see that we have succeeded in dividing the traffic into two classes that contain applications
that behave in different ways in the packet-flow –space. Those applications that we have
chosen to prioritize look like ones that produce relatively long held traffic flows.
The threshold classifier and the static application –classifier compete well with the 2-
class LVQ classifier in performance. In fact, looking from the performance point of view,
the threshold(2% and 10%)-classifier and the static applications –classifiers perform, in
some cases, as well or even better than the 2-class LVQ classifier. The differences have
to be searched from the examination of the application profiles and the mechanisms
used to update the network application profile. Based on previous analysis on the static
applications –classifier, we observe that the performance of the static application classifier
is in its own class, but the static application set is unable to provide the customer the
best possible priority application profile at all times. With the threshold-classifier the
contents of the application lists are dynamic, because applications may enter and exit
according to their usage. The weakness lies in the fact that the rigidity of the threshold
may in some cases result in important applications to be left out of the priority list.
Therefore, if looking at the classifiers purely from the network optimization point of view,
the 2-class LVQ classifier does not outperform other classifiers. On the contrary, with
sloppy construction and poor choice of teaching samples for the classifier, the dynamic
nature and the application oriented creation of classification criteria give the 2-class LVQ
classifier an unstable nature that has to be carefully supervised.
Having analyzed the strong and weak points of the 2-class LVQ classifier, it seems that by
using a carefully designed classifier we might be able to improve the context performance
of a packet forwarding system while offering the user a rational and restricted application
profile to be prioritized. The 2-class LVQ classifier picks up applications in a flexible
manner taking into account the changes in application usage and presence. The downside
is that the 2-class LVQ classifier, or any dynamic classifier for that matter, has difficulties
in guessing beforehand how much traffic will be classified and thus creates problems in
network capacity allocation.
We have now established a method to divide the traffic into two classes. As this initial
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division to two classes has provided promising results we will now continue to analyze
the traffic with varying flow timeout values. We will extend the method of 2-class LVQ
classifier to enable us to perform multi-class classification via consecutive classifications
of measurement results with different flow timeout values.
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Chapter 6
Multi-class traffic classification
using flow analysis and the LVQ
algorithm
This chapter introduces the extension on the use of the 2-class LVQ classifier concept to
the task of classifying traffic to multiple classes. In Chapter 3 we discussed how the flow
count gives an indication how bursty and fragmented the sending of the packets by the
application is, and in the beginning of the previous chapter we observed this behavior
with a constant timeout. Chapter 3 saw also the discussion on changing the timeout
value and observing the flow count to reveal more application characteristics. Next we
will proceed to develop the analysis process using the flow count values measured when
changing the flow timeout value.
6.1 Flow analysis for multi-class classification
Running the flow analysis with different timeout values we compare the flow count values
of the applications to the 60 second value. In Figures 6.1 to 6.5 we observe the flow count
of selected applications as a function of the timeout. We also show how the total number
of flows changes when all the applications are given priority. Looking at Figures 6.1 to 6.5
we see an anomaly where the flow count decreases at the same time the flow timeout is
decreasing. The phenomenon can not be explained and is suggested to be a hard-to-find
programming error in our flow analysis -software. However, the trend of the flow count
behavior is evident from the figures.
Looking at Figures 6.1 to 6.5 we can make some distinct observations:
• TCP and UDP -based applications seem to behave differently. The flow count
of the TCP -based applications seems to be increasing as the timeout decreases
whereas the flowcount with UDP -based applications remains practically constant.
• Telnet and ssh act in a very similar way (in networks where found together). These
are protocols that at the time of measurements had very similar uses.
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Figure 6.1: Flow count vs. the changing flow timeout in dec1 and dec2
• There seems to be a clear separation of ports 22, 23, and 119 (ssh, telnet, and
nntp) from ports 25 (smtp) and port 80 (http).
• Port 80, the web-traffic, is found very near the udp-traffic thus indicating the
similarity of these traffic types as far as flow count is concerned. This is somewhat
expected since the www-traffic consists of relatively short bursts of information
sent in the ’slow start’ -phase of a TCP connection. These bursts of connections
may very well resemble the flow traffic characteristics of some udp-traffic.
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Figure 6.2: Flow count vs. the changing flow timeout in dec3
• In the tct-trace the two interactive services (real-audio in port 5900 and IP phone
in port 22555) behave in distinctively different, step-wise, manner than any of the
other applications. It would also appear that the flow count of these interactive
applications grows very high as the flow timeout decreases.
Applications of different nature (real-time, elastic, rigid) seem to behave in different
manners when observing the flow count with increasing flow timeout values. This result
is further clarified in Figure 6.6.
Furthermore, as previously indicated in [41], since the volume and duration of flows are
correlated to higher level protocol, it would appear that traffic and application types
could be differentiated into two or more classes based on observations of applications’
respective flow counts with varying timeout.
At this point we introduce an extension to the flow analysis presented in the previous
chapter. Looking at figures 6.1 and 6.3 we see that the flow count changes in a different
manner with different applications. Since the objective of the policy rules, in this work,
is to choose applications that send a lot of packets in long bursts, we will aim to limit
out any applications that either do not have high enough packet count or have a too high
flow count at short flow timeouts. Therefore, we will observe the changes in packet and
flow count values as the flow timeout decreases. Since the packet count for an application
stays constant the major emphasis will be on observing the change in flow count of an
application with different flow timeout values.
We will utilize the flow timeout values of τ1 = 0.1s, τ2 = 1s and τ3 = 10s. This division
and the values of timeouts are somewhat arbitrarily chosen based on figures 6.1 and 6.3
and might be altered depending on the network where this concept would be applied.
In the extended form of flow analysis for the multi-class LVQ traffic classifier the following
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Figure 6.3: Flow count vs. the changing flow timeout in ebb900 and ebb115
statistics are gathered:
1. The application identifier a.
2. For each a with different flow timeout value τ we measure the number of flows and
determine Fnorm(a) according to eq. 3.10.
3. For each a with different flow timeout value τ we measure the number of packets
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Figure 6.4: Flow count vs. the changing flow timeout in ebb130
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Figure 6.5: Flow count vs. the changing flow timeout in tct-trace
and determine Cnorm(a) according to eq. 3.9.
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Figure 6.6: The effect of flow timeout to the number of observed flows
6.2 Constructing the LVQ classifier for multi-
class classification
The process of constructing a classifier to classify the traffic into multiple classes starts
by first analyzing, for each application a, the number of flows and the packets on these
applications with different flow timeout values. The number of flows (per application)
contains information on the usage of this particular application in the network, but since
the number of flows is depending on the flow parameters, especially the flow timeout
value, it also contains information on the temporal behavior of the application. Therefore,
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the flow timeout value is varied in order to differentiate traffic. The application identifier,
the number of flows and the number of packets also form the vectors to which we apply
the LVQ algorithm. With the aid of the teaching vectors, we use the LVQ algorithm to
form the 2-class traffic classifier that is then applied to the results of flow analysis with
the 0.1s, 1s and 10s flow timeouts.
The LVQ classifier is applied in the network to perform multi-class classification as
illustrated in Figure 6.7 where the points are indicated where the classifier construction
process might be influenced:
1. The parameters of the flow; the level of flow granularity and the flow timeout
value.
2. The LVQ parameters; number of codebook vectors, number of learning steps and
the learning rate.
3. Construction of teaching vectors from the measurement results.
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- 0.1, 1, 10 s flow 
   timeout
Packet classifierNetwork traffic (packets) Classified traffic
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LVQ
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- Flow
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Figure 6.7: Method for applying the LVQ classifier for multiple class classification
We now have a list of all applications together with the total number of packets and
flows for each timeout value measured for these applications. Finally, we present these
application lists with the measurement results to the classifier that then returns the
application profile for each service class. The traffic classification process advances by
combining the classification decisions on each timeout value to form a classification string
for every application. The applications that are classified to high priority with every flow
timeout value are regarded as high-priority applications. All of the applications that
receive only default classification decisions are classified to the default class. All other
traffic that receives one or two priority decisions, is classified to the priority class.
In this work, for classifying traffic into multiple classes, the goal is set to create policy
rules that divide traffic into three classes as shown in Table 6.1 (refer also to the traffic
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Table 6.1: Service classes used in the 3-class LVQ traffic classifier
Application class properties in the multi-class LVQ classifier
Class nr Intended Class properties Classification
string, a
2 High priority traffic, applications that
have high presence with smooth flow prop-
erties and send packets at very short inter-
vals for lengthy periods of time. The flow
count increases as the timeout decreases.
p ∧ p ∧ p
1 Priority traffic, applications that have
high and smooth presence and send part
of the time packets at very short inter-
vals, but have moderate intervals between
bursts.
¬((p∧p∧p)∨
(d ∧ d ∧ d))
0 Default traffic, applications that do not
produce a significant amount of traffic and
send packets at short bursts with longer
intervals in between.
d ∧ d ∧ d
ap stands for prioritized and d for default traffic
division in the 2-class case in Table 5.3). The policy rules aim to divide the traffic so that
the highest priority is assigned to applications that have high presence and that tend
to send long bursts or streams of traffic. The aim is to divide the traffic into separate
classes by observing even more details on the traffic behavior. As mentioned before,
any QoS environment must recognize and adjust itself to three basic categories [74]: the
externally controlled unidirectional traffic flows, the long held adaptive reliable traffic
flows, and the short duration reliable transactions. These categories are aimed to be
placed into classes 2, 1, and 0 respectively as shown in Table 6.1.
The pseudo code for this traffic classification process is presented in Table 6.2. The flow
classification and flow analysis processes are identical to those in Tables 3.3 and 3.2 and,
therefore, only the traffic classification steps are shown in Table 6.2.
6.3 Performance results
6.3.1 Context analysis
In Table 6.3 the performance statistics for the two priority classes in the multi-class LVQ
classifier in different networks are shown. We can see that the packet classification factor
in the Class 2 (the highest priority class) is significant starting from 26% and getting as
high as over 70% of the packets. The amount of applications detected is low, the flow
birthrate factor is tolerable and the use of flow space is reasonable, except in ebb115/class
1 where the use of flow space is quite high. We can also see that the relative number of
applications classified to different priorities in the traces changes only a little between
the networks. It can also be seen that the average number of packets in the first class
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Table 6.2: Pseudo code of traffic classification for multi-class LVQ classifier
process Traffic Classification
Input X, PT;
Init V;
knn-classify V with X;
Optimize placement of V;
vi[j + 1] = [1− s[j]αi[j]]vi[j] + s[j]αi[j]x[j];
Flow Analysis(PT);
∀τ Return {(a, Fnorm(a), Cnorm(a))};
Classify measurements;
∀τ Return Stmpc (τ) = {(a), (arg minc ‖(Cnorm(a), Fnorm(a))− vc‖)};
Return S2 = S
tmp
c (τ1, c = 1) ∧ Stmpc (τ2, c = 1) ∧ Stmpc (τ3, c = 1);
Return S0 = S
tmp
c (τ1, c = 0) ∧ Stmpc (τ2, c = 0) ∧ Stmpc (τ3, c = 0);
Return S1 = ¬(S1 ∧ S3);
end Traffic Classification;
is higher than in the second class and it is not unusual to have over 50% of the packets
assigned to the first class.
In Figure 6.8 we observe the per-class context performance statistics of the multi-class
LVQ for the dec-networks. We see that in the first class (Figure 6.8) the classifier picks
out the applications containing a substantial amount of packets. The applications seem
to contain long flows on average since the use of the connection setup resources is quite
low. When observing the performance of the second class classification process we see a
significant change to the first class behavior. The use of flow space and the flow birthrate
are varying and the packet classification level is significantly lower than in the first class.
In Figure 6.9 we observe the per-class performance statistics of the multi-class LVQ clas-
sifier in the quadrilateral model for the ebb-networks. For the first class (Figure 6.9) the
packet classification factor is high and we can also observe a relatively controlled use of
flow space. For the second class the drop in the packet classification factor is clear com-
pared to that of the first class. To summarize, the multi-class classifier seems to produce
somewhat ambiguous context performance: The application factor is consistently quite
low in both of the priority classes in all of the traces. Otherwise no clear properties can
be resolved for class context performance.
6.3.2 Content analysis
The content analysis statistics are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. We can see, that ap-
plications in Classes 2 and 1 (classes with highest priority) behave the same way as
far as coefficient of variation is concerned. Class 0 (lowest priority) differs significantly.
Therefore, the multi-class classification is successful in that it is able to differentiate ap-
plications to separate classes. Part of the difference in the coefficient of variation values
between Classes 2/1 and Class 0 may be explained by the small number of applications
in Class 2 and 1. However, the average behavior of the applications in a class is also a
factor to be noted.
In Figures 6.10 to 6.13 we show, how the applications map onto different classes in the
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Table 6.3: Basic context performance analysis for the multi-class LVQ classifier
Performance statistics for the multi-class LVQ classifier
Classified net-
work
Flow
birthrate
factor,
BmLV Q
Flow space
factor,
SmLV Q
Classification
factor,
CmLV Q
Application
factor,
AmLV Q
dec1 / class 2 18,2% at
3566s
19,0% 26,7% 0,64%
dec1 / class 1 20,1% at
3586s
18,9% 21,0% 0,57%
dec2 / class 2 22,1% at
3595s
29,1% 46,5% 0,45%
dec2 / class 1 8,5% at
3583s
9,8% 8,0% 0,78%
dec3 / class 2 50,0% at
3565s
48,0% 54,0% 0,55%
dec3 / class 1 1,0% at
3522s
1,6% 6,6% 0,27%
ebb900 / class 2 22,5% at
3531s
30,5% 64,59% 0,57%
ebb900 / class 1 46,2% at
3610s
41,9% 11,83% 0,49%
ebb115 / class 2 36,5% at
3617s
68,1% 73,82% 1,4%
ebb115 / class 1 1,2% at
3585s
0,6% 3,97% 0,75%
ebb130 / class 2 36,8% at
3573s
24,8% 72,04% 0,91%
ebb130 / class 1 6,0% at
3610s
4,7% 9,08% 1,41%
packet-flow –space.
The data points show the application placement with timeout value of 60s only. We also
show the application placement with timeout values of 10s, 1s and 0.1s in the packet-flow
–space for some hand-picked applications in each class. In general, we can see that the
applications having a relatively high packet count against a relatively low flow count
are classified higher than applications with opposite characteristics. However, if the
flowcount increases significantly (relative to teaching vector placement) the applications
are classified to a lower class. This is according to our desired policy rule outcome that
aims to limit the classification status of applications with a too high flow count.
When looking at the average application location within the class we notice a significant
difference between Class 0 and Class 1 and Class 2. However, a clear difference can not
be seen between classes 1 and 2.
In Tables 6.6 and 6.7 we observe the complete per-class network application profiles for
each network. Observing Tables 6.6 and 6.7 we can see that there are some consistent
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Figure 6.8: Performance of the multi-class LVQ classifier in the dec-traces
candidates for classification but that most of the applications, especially in the higher
port-number regions, change from trace to trace. This suggests that in the detailed level
the same applications are used varyingly in different networks at different times. The
amount of applications classified to the second class is constant, however, the contents
of the class change more. Once more, the dec3-trace sees a significant increase in the
amount of applications in the first class, while maintaining some of the core applications.
This would imply that the application profile is a local phenomenon and its use should
be restricted to an autonomous area of the network at the largest.
An interesting phenomenon regarding the network control traffic also occurs in Table 6.7.
In all ebb -traces the dns -service (port 53/tcp) is classified to the first class due to
a possible dns-database update process. However, at the same time, port 53/udp is
classified either to the second or to the third class. All in all, since dns, and similar
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Figure 6.9: Performance of the multi-class LVQ classifier in the ebb-traces
traffic for network control, are classified ambiguously, it is justified to assume that a
dedicated class or preferential treatment should be offered for network critical traffic to
ensure on-time control functions in the network.
In terminal access protocols the shift from telnet -protocol (port 23/tcp) towards the ssh
-protocol (port 22/tcp) is visible as the telnet -service is classified to the first class in all
of the dec -traces and in one of the ebb traces and to the second class in two of the ebb
-traces while the ssh is getting prioritization to the first and second class in ebb -traces.
In addition, the diminishing amount of terminal traffic in general reflects the movement
towards the usage of the http -protocol (port 80/tcp). The ftp-data service (port 20)
acts consistently throughout all of the networks getting first class classification in all of
the traces where present. At least here, the multi-class LVQ classification also proves to
be able to distinguish applications that behave in a similar manner over time.
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Table 6.4: Content statistics for dec-traces with multiclass LVQ classification
Content statistics for dec-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
dec1 Class 2 pkt 0,7531% 0,1048% 0,09331% 6,8770% 2
dec1 Class 2 flw 0,2244% 0,05% 0,00121% 3,5157% 3
dec1 Class 1 pkt 0,3728% 0,153% 0,03852% 13,3957% 5
dec1 Class 1 flw 0,3053% 0,178% 0,0006% 15,7347% 7
dec1 Class 0 pkt 0,0066% 0,211% 0,00003% 18,6375% 32
dec1 Class 0 flw 0,0096% 0,628% 0,0006% 55,5973% 66
dec2 Class 2 pkt 1,741% 0,156% 0,1165% 11,1124% 2
dec2 Class 2 flw 0,404% 0,058% 0,0025% 3,898% 3
dec2 Class 1 pkt 0,1886% 0,025% 0,01563% 1,808% 2
dec2 Class 1 flw 0,0764% 0,0269% 0,0013% 2,33% 5
dec2 Class 0 pkt 0,0061% 0,139% 0,00003% 12,2226% 24
dec2 Class 0 flw 0,01157% 0,567% 0,0006% 47,5911% 50
dec3 Class 2 pkt 0,001679% 0,0011% 0,000024% 0,0559% 3
dec3 Class 2 flw 0,001091% 0,00040% 0,0003% 0,01773% 1
dec3 Class 1 pkt 0,000974% 0,000232% 0,000024% 0,01525% 2
dec3 Class 1 flw 0,001128% 0,000169% 0,0003% 0,00871% 1
dec3 Class 0 pkt 0,00866% 0,201% 0,00002% 16,0186% 24
dec3 Class 0 flw 0,00869% 0,399% 0,0003% 42,9367% 48
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Table 6.5: Content statistics for ebb-traces with multiclass LVQ classification
Content statistics for ebb-traces
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
ebb900 Class 2 pkt 3,114512% 0,1972% 0,607466% 18,155211% 1
ebb900 Class 2 flw 0,612331 % 0,057% 0,023147% 4,841850% 2
ebb900 Class 1 pkt 3,238309 % 0,0669% 1,459591% 5,646093% 1
ebb900 Class 1 flw 5,650641 % 0,1375% 0,526939% 11,182822% 1
ebb900 Class 0 pkt 0,002356 % 0,015% 0,000091% 0,487501% 7
ebb900 Class 0 flw 0,007026 % 0,0541% 0,001362% 4,987541% 9
ebb115 Class 2 pkt 3,270551 % 0,1946% 0,298743% 13,545561% 1
ebb115 Class 2 flw 1,021942 % 0,1061% 0,004444% 10,019256% 2
ebb115 Class 1 pkt 0,448003 % 0,013% 0,231110% 0,713140% 0
ebb115 Class 1 flw 0,102701 % 0,003% 0,020738% 0,268108% 1
ebb115 Class 0 pkt 0,002417 % 0,014% 0,000100% 0,812688% 7
ebb115 Class 0 flw 0,008806 % 0,118% 0,001481% 11,509406% 16
ebb130 Class 2 pkt 3,182031 % 0,215% 0,255221% 16,434920% 1
ebb130 Class 2 flw 0,777384 % 0,111% 0,009284% 11,64816% 3
ebb130 Class 1 pkt 0,841712 % 0,0325% 0,221740% 2,035578% 1
ebb130 Class 1 flw 0,280725 % 0,0129% 0,007427% 0,941434% 1
ebb130 Class 0 pkt 0,002295 % 0,01094% 0,000081% 0,658541% 6
ebb130 Class 0 flw 0,010334% 0,1365% 0,001857% 12,927545% 17
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Figure 6.10: Locations of priority applications using the multi-class LVQ-classifier
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Figure 6.12: Locations of priority applications using the multi-class LVQ-classifier
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Table 6.6: Priority network application profiles obtained with LVQ classifiers /
dec-traces
Complete application lists for multi-class LVQ classifier / dec-traces
Classified
net-
work/class
Application data Network application profile
dec1 /
class 2
8 out of 36 applications, 33
tcp, 3 udp
20/tcpa, 23/tcp, 25/tcp,
80/tcp, 513/tcp, 520/udp,
1307/udp, 8080/tcp
dec1 /
class 1
6 out of 59 applications, 32
tcp, 17 udp.
21/tcp, 53/tcp, 119/tcp,
123/udp, 540/tcp, 1064/udp,
5000/tcp
dec2 /
class 2
7 out of 27 applications, 23
tcp, 4 udp.
20/tcp, 23/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp,
514/tcp, 520/udp, 8080/tcp
dec2 /
class 1
3 out of 43 applications, 37
tcp, 6 udp.
25/tcp, 53/tcp, 513/udp
dec3 /
class 2
22 out of 601 applications,
552 tcp, 49 udp.
0/udp, 20/tcp, 21/tcp, 23/tcp,
25/udp, 25/tcp, 70/tcp, 80/udp,
80/tcp, 113/udp, 113/tcp,
119/tcp, 123/udp, 137/udp,
513/tcp, 514/tcp, 540/udp,
6969/tcp, 8000/tcp, 8001/tcp,
8080/udp, 8080/tcp
dec3 /
class 1
10 out of 117 applications,
95 tcp, 22 udp.
1/udp, 28/udp, 513/udp,
514/udp, 520/udp, 3001/udp,
3067/tcp, 3310/tcp, 3900/tcp,
6000/tcp
aBoldfaced application identifiers indicate applications classified the same way in all dec-traces.
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Table 6.7: Priority network application profiles obtained with LVQ classifiers /
ebb-traces
Complete application lists for multi-class LVQ classifier / ebb-traces
Classified
network
Application data Network application profile
ebb900 /
class 2
6 out of 21 applications, 18
tcp, 3 udp.
0/udp, 53/tcpa, 79/tcp,
119/tcp, 801/udp, 6000/tcp
ebb900 /
class 1
4 applications, 3 tcp, 1 udp. 22/tcp, 23/tcpb, 53/udp, 80/tcp
ebb115 /
class 2
16 out of 23 applications, 18
tcp, 5 udp.
0/udp, 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 23/tcp,
25/tcp, 52/udp, 53/tcp, 79/tcp,
80/tcp, 119/tcp, 719/udp,
794/tcp, 796/tcp, 801/udp,
973/udp, 6000/tcp
ebb115 /
class 1
2 out of 9 applications, 9
tcp.
139/tcp, 515/tcp
ebb130 /
class 2
7 out of 23 applications, 23
tcp.
20/tcp, 22/tcp, 53/tcp, 79/tcp,
80/tcp, 119/tcp, 6000/tcp
ebb130 /
class 1
4 out of 11 applications, 9
tcp, 2 udp.
0/udp, 23/tcp, 110/tcp, 801/udp
aBoldfaced application identifiers indicate applications classified the same way in all ebb-
traces.
bClassified to class 2 only in ebb130.
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6.4 Case: Multi-class classification in a multi-
service environment
6.4.1 Introduction
We apply the multi-class classification method to a traffic trace measured from the uplink
point for the network in the laboratory of Telecommunications technology at the Helsinki
University of Technology. We will classify the traffic into three classes by using a set
of teaching vectors defined earlier in this work before and by constructing a new set
of teaching samples extracted from the trace itself. Having done this, we observe the
content and context performance of the classification scheme. The traffic classes we use
are shown in Table 6.1. The basic trace properties are shown in Table 5.1. The decision
logic for the classification and the simulation environment are the same as described
earlier in this chapter. The reference point performance for the tct-trace with the 60
second flow timeout is shown in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8: Performance results at the reference point
Basic simulation results at the reference point with all flows classified
Networka Flow
birthrate
factor, Bbase
at time tF
b
Flow
space, Sref
c
Classification
factor, Cref
d
Amount
of appli-
cations,
Aref
tct 1600 at
2995998
1425 100% 52462
aRefer to table 5.1
breferring to the maximum of flow setups in one second in the trace
cMaximum number of simultaneous connections during the trace period.
d% of packets classified.
Table 6.9: Content statistics for tct-trace with no classification
Content statistics for tct-trace
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
tct pkt 0,0019% 0,15265% 0,000007% 22,8394% 80
tct flw 0,0019% 0,125424% 0,00009% 27,9835% 66
The packet/flow -locations of all applications in the trace are shown in Figure 6.14.
6.4.2 Teaching sets
We use two different teaching sets. First one used is the one from ebb900-trace (refer
to Figure 5.10) and the other one, based on the examination of the tct-trace, is shown
in Figure 6.15. We note that with the tct-trace, we have aimed to pick out the most
extreme examples as the prioritized ones: VocalTec (port 22555/udp) is an IP telephone
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Figure 6.14: Locations of all applications / CASE: tct
application. RealAudio-packets (port 5900/tcp) represent application flows that are of
streaming nature. Both of these applications lie in the high packetcount - low flowcount
area in the packet-flow –space thus supporting our aim in creating policy rules where
flows of high and smooth presence are favored. With the teaching samples for default
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Figure 6.15: Teaching set X from the tct-trace
treatment we’ve chosen typical internet applications. The mail-protocols (IMAP and
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Table 6.10: Basic context performance analysis for the multi-class LVQ classifier
Performance statistics for the multi-class LVQ classifier
Classified net-
work
Flow
birthrate
factor,
BmLV Q
Flow space
factor,
SmLV Q
Classification
factor,
CmLV Q
Application
factor,
AmLV Q
tct taught with
ebb / class 2
84.3% at
2994522s
99.0% 35.1% 0.03%
tct taught with
ebb / class 1
0.13% at
2849666s
0.21% 0.64% 0.01%
tct taught with
tct / class 2
2.9% at
2994051s
2.11% 11.25% 0.03%
tct taught with
tct / class 1
3.4% at
2998185s
0.90% 11.70% 0.004%
SMTP) are typically used directly by the user and could be considered classical TCP
applications. Classifying dns-traffic as default traffic is debatable, since dns-service forms
the very foundation over which other services function. However, the aim in picking up
the teaching vectors the way we have is to create a classifier that would pick out only a
very restricted set of applications with a streaming nature. The classifier construction is
identical to the process described earlier in this chapter.
6.4.3 Context analysis
The basic statistics for context analysis are shown in Table 6.10 and in Figure 6.16.
First, we can see from Table 6.10 and Figure 6.16 that the two classifiers perform in a
completely different manner. The classifier taught with samples from the tct-network
acts very conservatively. It seems that the extreme choices made in choosing the teaching
vectors implement the policy rules to an extreme. On the other hand, the classifier taught
with samples from the ebb-network uses much more resources, particularly in the first
class. In conclusion, both of the classifiers are able to detect a very low proportion
of applications that still carry a substantial amount of packets. However, should the
multi-class classification be used for router performance optimization, the choice of the
teaching vectors and the construction of the classifier should be done with care.
6.4.4 Content analysis
The content analysis statistics are shown in Table 6.11. Once again, based on the obser-
vations of the coefficient of variation, the high-priority classes seem to show very similar
behavior compared to each other and the low-priority class produces significantly dif-
ferent values of the coefficient of variation. We note that the two priority classes are
not distinguishable by the coefficient of variation. Furthermore, since the number of
applications in a priority class is very small (2-16 applications) the statistics calculated
(mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and the coefficient of variation) do not
accurately portray the class behavior and characteristics. Once again, great care should
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Figure 6.16: Performance of the multi-class classifier / CASE: tct
be taken to pick out an adequate amount of representative teaching samples to ensure
that applications are correctly classified.
From Figure 6.17 we can see that the scarcity of the classified teaching samples leads
to an increased overlap between the two classified classes, because the few teaching
samples are not able to clearly define the borders of classification in the packet-flow
–space. Therefore, the teaching samples should represent the traffic characteristics of
each application type and there should be more teaching samples available.
The classified applications (port numbers) in their respective priority classes are shown
in Table 6.12 for the tct- and ebb-taught classifiers. The classifier taught with ebb-
network classifies many traditional elastic TCP applications to the first class. When
comparing the applications chosen to the first and second class with both of the classifiers
we see that applications that we have seen before still emerge: the ssh-service (port
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Table 6.11: Content statistics for tct-trace with multiclass LVQ classification
Content statistics for tct-trace
Trace Class mean stdev min max stdev
mean
tct with
ebb900
Class 2 pkt 4,552727% 3,731% 22,839412%0,510189% 2
tct with
ebb900
Class 2 flw 2,075225
%
3,088% 27,983511%0,001117% 3
tct with
ebb900
Class 1 pkt 0,642260% 0,1023% 0,806640% 0,477881% <1
tct with
ebb900
Class 1 flw 0,027230% 0,00446% 0,036851% 0,017609% <1
tct with
ebb900
Class 0 pkt 0,039941% 0,1204% 0,783340% 0,000007% 13
tct with
ebb900
Class 0 flw 0,122593% 0,468% 3,527875% 0,000086% 16
tct Class 2 pkt 3,763046% 1,607% 14,246488%0,941267% 1
tct Class 2 flw 0,072542% 0,033% 0,279086% 0,001117% 2
tct Class 1 pkt 7,934532% 2,375% 21,747005%0,806640% 2
tct Class 1 flw 1,561330% 0,5065% 4,642759% 0,004381% 2
tct Class 0 pkt 0,409494% 2,4907% 22,839412%0,000007% 98
tct Class 0 flw 0,486283% 3,078% 27,983511%0,000086% 68
22/tcp) is a candidate for either first or second class classification as well as the ftp-
service (port 20/tcp), the news-service (port 119/tcp) and the IP telephone application
at port 22555/udp. Looking at the application lists we see that the tct-network teaching
samples may not be the best choice, since the amount and type of applications is limited.
Especially notable is the classification of the IP-phone application to the second class
with the tct-teaching vectors. It would seem, based also on Figure 6.3, that the increase
in the flow count with the IP phone application, places the application outside the first
class classification. This is further backed up when observing the locations of the priority
applications with different timeouts as shown in Figure 6.17. Therefore, the methodology
with which the changes in the flow count is applied to classification should be further
refined.
6.5 Conclusions
The classification of traffic to multiple classes could be considered reasonably successful
from the context performance point of view. There is a large number of packets in a
relatively small number of applications in the first class. Particularly, class 1 behavior
suggests that a major amount of the packets in the network will be classified to the first
class. Consequently, depending on for what classification is used, this might lead to a
situation where the whole idea of application differentiation would become meaningless.
If a large majority of packets would be prioritized then there would be hardly any differ-
entiation of service levels to different packets, flows, applications and users. However, if
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Figure 6.17: Locations of priority classified applications using the multi-class LVQ-
classifier / CASE: tct
the aim is to differentiate similarly behaving traffic, the classification method presented
here could be of use. Also remembering, that the teaching vectors of the classifiers were
hand-picked with the aim to be able to divide the traffic only into two parts, we may
assume that the process of picking up the teaching vectors needs to be enhanced in the
multi-class classification case.
We have seen in this chapter that the multi-class LVQ classifier is able to divide the traffic
into several classes. Looking from the policy implementation point of view, the contents
of these classes present somewhat coherent division of traffic into different classification
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Table 6.12: Priority network application profiles obtained with LVQ classifiers /
Case: tct / tct
Complete application lists for multi-class LVQ classifier / tct-network
Classified network App. data Network application profile
tct taught with tct /
class 2
6 apps. 119/tcpa, 1022/tcp, 5900/tcp,
11111/tcp, 61430/tcp, 61446/tcp
tct taught with tct /
class 1
3 apps. 22/tcp, 1021/tcp, 22555/udp
tct taught with ebb /
class 2
16 apps. 20/tcp, 22/tcp, 80/tcp, 119/tcp, 1020/tcp,
1022/tcp, 5900/tcp, 11111/tcp, 22555/udp,
61430/tcp, 61446/tcp, 61611/tcp,
61612/tcp, 62934/tcp, 62935/tcp, 62936/tcp
tct taught with ebb /
class 1
2 apps. 1021/tcp, 1023/tcp
aBoldfaced application identifiers indicate applications classified the same way with both clas-
sifiers.
levels with some anomalies. All in all, the network application profiles obtained reflect
the nature of the teaching vectors, even though the flow analysis is done using different
flow timeout values compared with the value of the flow timeout in the process of selecting
the teaching samples.
Cross-referencing Table 6.1 with Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.12, we see that the division of
traffic into three classes has somewhat ambiguous results in regards to the traffic class
contents. Similar applications (like 23/tcp and 22/tcp, the telnet and ssh -services)
are classified to different classes in different network environments. Also VoIP-traffic
receives different classification decisions depending on the classifier that is used. We can
also see that applications like the name services (dns, netbios-ns etc.) sometimes get
the second or third class classification. This is unacceptable and network control traffic
should be assigned a static class because the name services and other critical traffic are
vital for a functional network. These ambiguities may be explained with poor choice
and construction of teaching sets and lack of more traffic traces with different traffic
types. After all, we are using systems that learn traffic characteristics to classify traffic
and if teaching is not done properly results may not be satisfying enough. Although this
might be avoided with more careful choice of teaching vectors, it is very probable that
the multi-class LVQ classification procedure as a stand alone system is not fit to be used
aiming to provide QoS in the network. Nevertheless, the multi-class LVQ classification
could be used to provide information to aid in determining the priority traffic while the
network critical traffic could be statically classified to an appropriate priority.
We may conclude that the classification is moderately successful and consistent, taking
into account the changes and variations in traffic and application usage. Some ambiguity
can be detected, however, possibly because of the construction of the original teaching
vectors. Special attention should be given towards more clearly detecting hard-interactive
applications from the semi-interactive ones and ensuring that network critical traffic is
always classified above other traffic. This would require extending and diversifying the
classification method.
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Once more, we note as we already have noted with the list and the 2-class LVQ classifier
that the results for the multi-class classifier contain also the same unrealistic aspect. The
application profile was obtained from the same trace on which it was used for analyzing
the performance of the classification method. Therefore, in actual deployment the results
would be less satisfying than is illustrated in this chapter. However, as we also saw with
the 2-class LVQ classifier, the performance degradation is not that big to cloud the
interpretation of the results. In a real network we would tackle this by re-calculating the
traffic profiles at regular intervals to keep up with the changes in the traffic profile.
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Conclusions
7.1 Results
The goal in this work has been to study novel traffic classification mechanisms based on
analysis of traffic measurements to produce traffic policies. The classification methods
have been evaluated based on the use of different resources in an IP router and on the
application profile these methods produce. A successful automatic detection of applica-
tions from the network traffic by the network should result in a policy offering prioritized
applications a service level so that the user may be satisfied while simultaneously con-
trolling the use of the network resources. Several methods of application detection, or
traffic classification, have been referred to and suggested in this work.
The static application classifier has very good context performance. It carries a lot of
packets in a low number of flows and applications. As a result, it uses the IP forward-
ing resources for prioritized packets very sparingly. This is due to the low amount of
classified applications. The prioritized applications are known at all times and provide
for stable policy. The downside of this approach is that application lists need to be
updated manually to include new application or remove outdated applications from the
prioritization status.
The threshold classifier prioritizes applications with high packet/flows -ratio. When the
threshold is set low enough (2% in this work) the context performance is optimized.
However, if the application lists are not updated frequently enough the use of context
performance resources starts increasing. Furthermore, the classified applications may not
always be the ones that a user would want to see prioritized and the threshold classifier
would not be the optimal choice if user satisfaction would be the goal of the network
policy.
When using the 2-class LVQ and multi-class LVQ classifiers, the performance level of
the IP router is significantly better compared to the reference point where all flows are
classified in a connection oriented setting. The detected application profiles seem to be of
reasonable size and the applications detected for priority handling seem to be applications
behaving as the policy requires indicating the teaching sample characteristics. However,
the network control traffic (name services, for instance) seems to get quite ambiguous
treatment. On occasions network critical traffic is classified to priority classes and on
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other instances it is not. The same ambiguity is seen with streaming traffic. Based
on this, we state that in any network where traffic is differentiated based on traffic
measurements there should be separately configured service classes for network critical
traffic or traffic with streaming properties. Therefore, the LVQ classifier is mostly suitable
for differentiating connectionless applications [75] that require no explicit reservations
from the network and connection-oriented applications [75] should be supported with
other mechanisms.
In comparison, the threshold classifier could be used as the method to optimize the con-
text performance provided that the update on the application lists is frequent enough.
The static application classifier and the LVQ classifier serve as methods to detect ap-
plications that directly involve a human at either or both ends of the communication
process. The LVQ classifier needs to be carefully taught to detect applications with
particular traffic characteristics whereas the static application classifier needs constant
updating of the application lists.
The two different types of LVQ classifier presented in this work are able to detect differ-
ent types of applications from the network and classify them to classes that contain other
applications that behave similarly. The classifier prioritizes applications based on their
behavior in packet and flow dimensions. The classification is based on measurement
results and the resulting application profile is characteristic to the network measured
and the teaching data for the classifier. We argue that although the network applica-
tion profiles change, the behavior of many applications stays the same over time. This
phenomenon is seen when a classifier using the LVQ algorithm is taught with a teach-
ing set from one network succeeds in classifying valid interactive applications in another
network.
From the performance point of view one classifier produces predictable results in different
networks. Therefore the classifiers need not be modified once a classifier with desired
properties has been created. However, due to the measurement based nature of the
LVQ classifier the classification of the measurement results needs to be done on regular
intervals to update the network application profile.
Both of the LVQ classifiers (2-class and multi-class) may be used to aid in creating
policies in a network. Since the method to produce policies in this work, is based on
characterizing applications using network measurements, we have to look at the possible
policies starting from the measured properties1. Regardless of the analysis methods that
just reduce or filter noise from the measurements, the measurement based policy rules
may only be based on the measured properties. Measuring packets and flows and using
the measurements together, we can detect four different application types:
1. Application type 1: High on relative flow count- low on relative packet count. This
type is an application that has low overall presence and sends bursty, short lived
flows with relatively long intervals. Our work has not revealed any clear examples
of applications that send this type of traffic.
2. Application type 2: Low on relative flow count - low on relative packet count.
This type is an application that has low overall presence with long steady sending
of packets. Although densely populated, our work has not revealed any clear
examples of applications that send this type of traffic. However, practically any
1packets and flows in this work
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new emerging application would show up in a traffic trace as this type of an
application at the stage when the application use is not widespread.
3. Application type 3: High on relative flow count - high on relative packet count.
This type is an application that has high presence and sends bursty, short lived
flows with relatively long intervals between flows. Our measurement results show
that dns-traffic and, on some occasions, also the http-traffic seems to be of this
type.
4. Application type 4: Low on relative flow count - high on relative packet count.
This type is an application with high presence long steady sending of packets or
frequently recurring transmissions. Our measurements show that typical examples
of this type of traffic are the telnet-, ssh-, and news-services. Also applications
with streaming traffic properties (RealAudio, VoIP) create this kind of traffic.
Out of these applications we may derive six different scenarios where one type of appli-
cation is favored over another. More complex scenarios are also possible, for instance,
favoring a combination of applications over another combination. However, for simplic-
ity, we will only present cases where two different types of applications are sought out
from the traffic traces.
• Scenario a: Application type 1 vs. Application type 3
• Scenario b: Application type 1 vs. Application type 2
• Scenario c: Application type 1 vs. Application type 4
• Scenario d: Application type 2 vs. Application type 3
• Scenario e: Application type 2 vs. Application type 4
• Scenario f: Application type 3 vs. Application type 4
Since application types 1 and 2 may be excluded from the priority application types
because of their vague nature, we are left with application types 3 and 4 and, there-
fore,Scenario f is the most interesting one. This scenario could be then mapped, for
instance, to Differentiated Services -architecture. Policy rules would be created to place
Application type 4 to, for instance, to one of the AF-subclasses whereas other application
types would be offered Best Effort -service. Introducing the varying flow timeout data
we can further divide Application type 4 into elastic traffic and streaming traffic. This
would allow us to put streaming traffic into the EF-class of the Differentiated Services
-architecture.
Using the supervised learning methods presented in this work, it is up to the teaching
samples to guide the final bias of the policy rule creation based on traffic measurements.
We chose in this work to prefer high packet - low flow -types of applications over any
other type of applications.
However, the final choice is up to the operator preference following the operator business
model. The operators are interested to offer a broader variety of services and to have
higher utilization of their network resources [75] to make their business profitable. It is up
to the operator to decide what applications receive what kind of treatment in the network.
The measurement based system presented in this work only provides information on what
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applications behave in which manner and possibly suggestions in which groups or classes
the applications should be placed. Therefore, the operator makes the final decisions on
application classification based on its view on the business and customers. Propositions
for network business models suggest that the operator jump onto the value chain, create
added value to commercial providers and reduce their transparency regarding the value
created and realized from the Internet. One of the key requirements in doing this is
to bind network utilities (e.g. QoS) to commercial providers applications [79] with the
support of stringent service level agreements [75]. The scope and focus of this work,
however, lie in the analysis of measurements from the network and transport layers
and therefore we have not tried to address the economical problems involved above the
OSI layer structure. This area should prove to be, however, an ample source for future
research.
The use of user and network initiated traffic classification methods are not mutually
exclusive. To deploy network initiated traffic classification, however, one must take
care that the user needs are always accounted for with the methods of classification
and that the classification results make sense. We must also bear in mind that any
traffic classification method should not overuse the IP router resources, and consequently
cause deteriorating performance also to the user. Therefore, the evaluation of any traffic
classification method should include both the user and network perspectives.
Based on the ”noise” in the priority application sets, the LVQ classifier should not be
used as a network device that is allowed directly to configure the IP packet forwarding
equipment. The LVQ classifier should be used more like an expert system that provides
network managers filtered information on the types of applications present in the network.
The automated creation of classification filters is more like an expert system that gives
suggestions and helps in formulating and implementing a policy rather than strictly
determines network policy. Furthermore, since malicious users may be able to imitate
the packet/flow -behavior of particular applications and thus possibly gain a prioritized
status for their traffic, the LVQ classifier, or any other automated measurement based
classification method, for that matter, should not be used blindly and without supervision
in the network but combined with proper access control and pricing mechanisms. If the
final amount of classified applications is very small by a priori knowledge, instead of using
dynamic classification methods it might be easier to pick out and update the policy rules
manually.
Automated traffic classification using a measurement based approach is still an unsolved
issue. In this work, a new solution using the 2-dimensional flow analysis and LVQ
algorithm was presented and was found to show some promising results. This implies
that the research in this area should advance and also other alternatives in the area of
statistical classification should be studied.
7.2 Summary
This work is divided into two parts. In the first part we motivate traffic classification and
develop a methodology to assess traffic classification performance both in the connection
oriented and connectionless environments. We conclude that there should be more effort
to develop classification methods that are also considering the user. The rest of the
work is done assessing the performance of previously introduced traffic classifiers and
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developing and evaluating a new solution for creating traffic policies, the 2-class LVQ
classifier. At the early stages of traffic and flow classifiers the most important thing has
been to reduce the amount of resources used in an IP router. Our 2-class and multi-class
LVQ classifiers update the priority classified application set according to measurements
made from the network, thus being able to adapt to changes in the network traffic and
in the use of applications. Our LVQ classifiers are examined in detail and we find them
to show moderately controlled and coherent behavior when learning the network traffic
characteristics.
7.3 Future research
This thesis has addressed the problem of traffic classification. Traffic classification based
on information derived from traffic measurements could be considered to be a part of a
network infrastructure that is called a knowledge plane. The basic idea of the knowledge
plane in the Internet is to have constructs in the network that provide service or advice
to other network elements. The knowledge plain is meant to construct and maintain a
high level view of the network and its purpose [80].
Traffic classification is only a small part of the functionality that has to be implemented in
the network in order to be able to provide any differentiation of traffic or quality of service.
The closely related subject of assigning particular QoS–levels to these differentiated
traffic flows is an interesting and demanding issue. To allocate resources appropriately
requires knowledge of the (sending) source application behavior. This knowledge may
be obtained from the user or it might be determined by analyzing the characteristics of
the source. This issue should be pursued further in a separate research effort.
The locality of network traffic also proposes important research issues regarding traffic
classification. It should be carefully examined if an application would be prioritized
arriving from one part of the network from one ISP’s network and advancing to another
ISP’s network. At the same time the same application arriving or advancing from another
part of the network might not earn the priority status. This issue is interesting but hard
to carry out because there is a lack of actual traffic traces that have their structure
of network topology preserved. This makes it almost impossible to do comparative
analysis and other extensive detailed research on topology aware traffic classification.
Furthermore, this issue includes studying service level agreements between operators.
Because the method used in this work (measuring the number of packets and flows per
application) guides the creation of network application profiles, but the use of network
application profiles does not directly guide the total packets/flows -statistics or restrict
the use of applications, it might be argued that using a traffic classification scheme like the
LVQ classifier directs the usage of applications to the kind that produce large quantities of
packets in a few number of flows. To prevent such a phenomenon additional mechanisms
of business models and service architectures should be studied. These mechanisms should
be applied to prevent users from misusing the network resources.
This work uses very simple statistics obtained from the traffic classes (mean, variance,
and the coefficient of variation) to assess the content of the traffic classes. These seem
to provide basic and adequate information on the class behavior. However, the efficiency
with which the classifiers select applications that actually behave similarly is not clear.
Also the classifiers seem to produce slightly different statistics on the default traffic class
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(Class 0). Therefore, the evaluation of traffic classifiers, especially the content evaluation,
deserves a separate research effort.
The LVQ classifier is a measurement based classifier. It suffers from the learning delay
meaning that it has to gather data to adapt to the application profile of the network it is
connected to. This initial process requires time, but after that, the network application
profile determination can be continuous ensuring that the most recent and precise net-
work application profile is in use. In this work, the learning time is the total length of the
trace, approximately 60 minutes for all traces but one. The learning time is, however,
an issue that should also be further studied. Subsequently, also the values of learning
delay (in this work usually 60 minutes) should be investigated to determine how long
does it take for an application to reveal its characteristics in the flow analysis. Our work
presented in [81] indicate that in order to obtain a characteristic application profile the
length of the measurement period should be more in the order of several hours, possibly
even days rather than just a few hours or some tens of minutes. With short measure-
ment periods the changes in the profile statistics are rather abrupt indicating that the
formation of policy rules is in a transient state.
The Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithm is a learning statistical classifying
method which suits well to problems involving large amounts of data. The dynamic traffic
classifier using the LVQ algorithm provides one classifier alternative. The dynamism in
the LVQ classifier is in its capability to react to changing application usage in the network.
As in any supervised learning system, the selection of the teaching data requires time and
additional effort and makes the classification result subject to the quality of the teaching
data: The quality of the LVQ classification is highly dependent on the training data sets.
In this work we have selected the teaching samples by hand. However, this should not
be the final solution and further research should be directed towards using clustering
algorithms as aids for providing teaching samples. The initial teaching set could also
be determined using an algorithm to determine from the measurement results which of
the applications (or measurement results) belong to particular areas in the packet-flow
–space defined by the measurement data. The use of Self Organizing Maps (SOM) is also
suggested in [5] and the application of SOM should be an issue of future research when
determining the teaching sets. We emphasize that the automatic creation of teaching
sets may lead to unintentional built-in policies and therefore teaching sets should always
be chosen according to the desired network policy.
The LVQ classifier, as it has been applied in this work, is unable to take into account
the limited connection space or flow setup resources in real time, however, in an actual
implementation of the LVQ classifier these factors may also need to be accounted for.
Figure 7.1 shows the possible combinations of two measurements with rational aggrega-
tion levels (packets that aggregate to flows that aggregate to applications). The small
circle markings in Figure 7.1 indicate the work started in [8, 33, 34, 9]. There appears to
be other combinations to explore. For instance, it seems that the work done with flows
in [41] could be combined with other measurement data to characterize traffic. The
possibilities are even further multiplied, if the number of characterizing measurement
combinations would be further increased.
The LVQ algorithm itself is designed to include data of several dimensions so one could
contemplate on adding several new dimensions to the flow classification application of
LVQ. The problem of teaching the classifier that would emerge, is a serious one and
may be difficult to overcome. With one, two and maybe even three dimensions the
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Figure 7.1: Combining measures for traffic characterization
construction of the teaching vectors is feasible. After that it becomes increasingly more
difficult as the number of dimensions is increased. The rule of thumb could be that
a human handles two dimensions with fluidity, three, if putting some effort into it.
Dimensions over three are extremely hard, if not impossible, to handle and comprehend.
Therefore, any additional measures, might have to be integrated to the classification
system outside the use of the LVQ algorithm.
As Figure 7.1 also shows, there are a lot of other options to measure the network. The
measurements would produce multi-dimensional data and the focus would be on finding
data clusters that contain applications with similar characteristics. Measurements that
are of particular interest are the packet lengths, the packet inter-arrival times within
a flow and flow lengths (either in amount of sent data or in time). Also the inter-
arrival process of individual flows should be studied to gain knowledge on the flow and
application arrival processes.
It should be noted that most of the measurements produce distributions of measured
values. The characterization and parameterization of these distributions is a challenging
and crucial task: inaccurate or inadequate characterization of a distribution will produce
ambiguous or erroneous classification results. Furthermore, as the measurements may be
combined, care should be taken to introduce measurements that are as orthogonal to each
other as possible. Measurements derived from the original ones with simple calculations
or linear operators easily introduce redundancy into the data space. Furthermore, learn-
ing from high-dimensional data the right characteristics is more difficult because low data
density per dimension requires the user to specify stronger, more accurate constraints on
the problem solution, a phenomenon referred to as curse of dimensionality [76].
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